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Introduction
In this paper we study D − ϕ-gauges introduced by J.M. Fontaine and U. Jannsen, the
author’s advisor. These are objects of (Frobenius)-linear algebra over a perfect field k
of positive characteristic. Fontaine and Jannsen define invariants for smooth projective
varieties over k, which take values in gauges, by means of e.g. syntomic cohomology of a
sheaf G·n built essentially of the sheaves Ocrisn .
In the first section we study D1 − ϕ-gauges over a perfect field k. A D1 − ϕ−gauge
over k is a graded module M of finite type over the graded ring k[f, v]/(fv) (with f
in degree 1 and v in degree −1) together with an Frobenius-semi-linear isomorphism
ϕ : M∞ ∼→ M−∞. Fontaine defined the subcategory of rigid gauges to be those D1 − ϕ-
gauges with imv = ker f , imf = ker v and ker(f, v) = 0.
We study the structure and morphisms of rigid D1−ϕ-gauges. The underlying D1-module
of a rigid gauge is isomorphic to
⊕d
k=1D1(mk) with some numbers mk. The morphisms
of D1−ϕ-gauges can be described by matrices over k which satisfy some Frobenius-linear
equations. The composition of morphisms is in general not given by matrix multiplication,
but we give an explicit description of the matrix of a composition of two morphisms.
An F -zip over k is a finite-dimensional k-vectorspace, with an ascending and a descending
filtration with semi-linearily isomorphic subquotients (see A.2). There is a functor from
rigid D1 − ϕ-gauges to F -zips over k, due to Fontaine, by sending M to M−∞. The
filtrations are defined by the images of v∞r resp ϕf
∞
r (With e.g. v
∞
r the map M
r →M−∞
induced by v). We construct a functor in the opposite direction by mapping an F -zip
(M,C•, D•, ϕ) to (⊕σDr)×grD(σM) (⊕Cr), which is a rigid D1−ϕ-gauge. The main result
is that these functors are quasi-invers to each other, i.e. the category of F -zips over k is
a full subcategory of the category of D1 − ϕ-gauges. It is equivalent to the category of
rigid D1 − ϕ-gauges.
The second section introduces quasi-e´tale morphisms. A morphism of schemes is called
quasi-e´tale (or quiet) if is locally a composition of e´tale morphisms and successive ex-
tractions of p.-th roots. By the latter we mean a morphism of rings A→ A[T ]/(T p − α)
with some element α. Stability of quiet morphisms under compostition and base-change
is shown. One important property of classes of morphisms we study, is the ”lifting prop-
erty”: We say that a class τ of scheme morphisms satisfies the lifting property, if for
every nil-immersion U → T and for every τ -morphism f to U , Zariski-locally there is
a τ -morphism g to T , such that f is the base-change of g. It is shown that quasi-e´tale
morphisms satisfy the lifting property.
Later we shall show that the quasi-e´tale cohomology of certain sheaves is equal to syntomic
cohomology. This is true for example for Ocrisn .
In the third section we will study different topologies and the associated cohomology for
direct images of quasi-coherent crystals. After a quick review of the large crystalline
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site endowed with different topologies, we define three axioms on classes τ of scheme-
morphisms (T1)-(T3). (T1) lists some standard properties, like flatness, stability under
base-change etc., (T2) is similar to the lifting property and (T3) demands that every
extraction of a p.-th root has to be in τ . If a class satisfies all three axioms we call it
p-crystalline.
If the first two are satisfied for a class τ , we can construct a morphism of topoi from the
large τ -crystalline topos to the large τ -topos v : (X/S)CRIS,τ → Xτ : The main reason is,
that the lifting property together with flatness ensures, that a τ -covering can be lifted to
a τ -crystalline covering of any PD-thickening.
A crystal is a special, ”rigid” sheaf on the crystalline site, and it is called quasi-coherent
if it is defined by quasi-coherent modules. In the following, cohomology of direct images
of quasi-coherent sheaves under the morphisms v is studied. For example Ocrisn is the
direct image of the crystalline structure-sheaf OX/Wn . The main result is the following
comparison theorem:
If two classes τ and τ ′ of morphisms satisfy the three axioms, τ -cohomology of the direct
image of a quasi-coherent crystal agrees with its τ ′-cohomology. The proof combines
the facts that higher direct images Rqv∗F of a quasi-coherent crystal F vanish and that
crystalline cohomology of a quasi-coherent crystal is independent of the topology on the
crystalline site.
The fourth section is devoted to the study of the sheaves Gn. They are defined by Fontaine
and Jannsen and are one of the central constructions. We shall give and proof a small
formulaire of elementary properties of Gn.
First the sheaves Ocrisn are defined: Ocrisn (Y ) = H0cris(Y/Wn,OY/Wn) and a relation to a
divided power envelope of the pre-sheaf of Witt-vectors is given. It follows that there
is a Frobenius ϕ on Ocrisn . The image of Frobenius for n = 1 is determined: There is
a canonical monomorphism O ↪→ Ocris1 , and the image of Frobenius is the image of this
monomorphism. Furthermore there is an epimorphism Ocris1  O. Both compositions
equal the respective Frobenius.
We study the fundamental exact sequence
0→ Ocrisn → Ocrism+n → Ocrism → 0.
The graded sheaf of rings Gn is defined by letting G
r
n be the cokernel of p
n-multiplication
on Gˆrm = ker(Ocrism ϕ→ Ocrism → Ocrisr ) for m ≥ n+ r (This is independent of m). There are
global sections f and v of respective degree 1 and −1. We show ”strictness”, i.e. that
(f∞r , v
−∞
r ) is injective and some kind of rigidity, namely that the sequences Gn
fn→ Gn v
n→
Gn and Gn
vn→ Gn f
n→ Gn are exact. There is a ringhomomorphism ϕ : Gn → Ocrisn , which
is, on Grn, informally be given by ”division by p
r” after Frobenius on Ocrism . The images
Fr = imϕr in Ocrisn define an ascending filtration.
Now we consider characteristic p, i.e. n = 1. The kernel of Frobenius J [1]1 is a divided
power-ideal in Ocris1 , and the higher powers define a descending filtration F r = J [r]1 on
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Ocris1 . It is a result of Fontaine, that the subquotients of both filtrations are isomorphic,
via the Cartier-isomorphism. Kernel and cokernel of v : Grn → Gr−1n are isomorphic to Fr,
while kernel and cokernel of fr : G
r−1
n → Grn are isomorphic to F r. The second statement
follows from the first with rigidity and Cartier-morphism. There is an exact sequence
0→ Gn → Gm+n → Gm → 0.
We wish to compare chomology of Gn for different topologies. One possible way to do
this is via p-good algebras and Cˇech-cohomology. A smooth k-algebra is called good, if it
admits a system of parameters, and a k-algebra is p-good, if it is the quotient of a good
algebra A, by a regular sequence (fp1 , . . . , fpr ). Every syntomic k-scheme can be covered
by p-good algebras in p-topology and every syntomic covering can be p-refined (i.e. in the
topology generated by p.-th roots) to a covering consisting of p-good algebras in a very
particular form, a so called p-good covering. Fontaine computed the value of the sheaves
Ocris1 , J [r]1 and J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 explicitely over p-good algebras.
We are then able to show with Cˇech-cohomology computations that cohomology of the
subquotient J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 does not depend on the p-crystalline topology used. This easily
implies that the cohomology of Gn is also independent of this choice.
In the fifth chapter we study relations between F -zips and different notions of gauges
over a scheme X over Fp. The correct notion should be the one of ϕ − G1-crystal. A
ϕ − G1-module is a graded G1-module M plus an isomorphism Φ : Ocrisn ϕ↖ ⊗Gn M →
Ocrisn pr↖ ⊗Gn M . A ϕ − G1-module which comes from the small Zariski-site is called a
ϕ−G1-crystal. If X is a field, a ϕ−G1-crystal is the same as a D1 − ϕ-gauge. It turned
out that it is necessary to modify the notion of F -zip slightly, for details see the appendix.
It seemed also, that modified F -zips are the right definition for extending the notion of
F -zip to a higher level, i.e. for definig F -zips over Wn.
First we introduce the notions of D1 − ϕ-gauges over X. These are graded O[f, v]/(fv)-
modules plus an isomorphism (M∞)(p) → M−∞. Again there is a notion of strictness
and rigidity, given exactly as in the case of fields. If we want to compare with F -zips we
have to introduce a property of locally freeness: A D1 − ϕ-gauge is called locally free if
all graded pieces are locally free and if kernel and cokernel of vr and fr are locally direct
summands. There is a functor from modified F -zips to D1 − ϕ-gauges which induces an
equivalence of categories between modified F -zips and rigid locally free D1 − ϕ-gauges.
The functor and its quasi-inverse functor are essentially given as in the case of fields.
To a D1 − ϕ-gauge M we can assign a G1 − ϕ-module by tensoring: G1 ⊗D1 M is a
D1 − ϕ-crystal, with the morphism D1 → G1 which is given by D01 = O ↪→ Ocris1 = G01
and f 7→ f , v 7→ v.
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Conventions and notations
• For a set E we let ]E be the cardinality of E.
• The n.-th unit-matrix is denoted by En.
• For an abelian Group A we let Ap be p-torsion: Ap = {a ∈ A|pa = 0}.
• All gradings are indexed with Z. We write a graded object M as M =⊕r∈ZM r.
• For a graded object M we and n ∈ N we define the n.-th twist of M to be the
graded object M(n) with M(n)r =Mn+r
• If f : M → N is a morphism of graded modules of degree n, we write fr for
M r → Nn+r.
• Descending filtrations are marked with an upper index, ascending filtrations with a
lower index.
• Let C• and D• be a descending and an ascending filtration of an object M . If the
subquotients exist we define
grrCM = Cr/Cr−1 and gr
D
r M = D
r/Dr+1.
• Monomorphisms are symbolized by ↪→, epimorphisms by  and for isomorphisms
we use
∼→.
• If f : X → Y is morphism of schemes, the associated morphism OY → f∗OX will
be denoted by f ]. For an OY -module M we denote OX ⊗f−1OY f−1M with f ∗M .
• If M is a OX-module over a scheme X/Fp we let M (p) = M ⊗OX↗F OX with the
absolute Frobenius F : x 7→ xp.
• By ”DP” we mean divided powers. If an ideal in a ring is furnished with divided
powers, we denote by γn the n.-th divided power.
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1 Elementary calculations on rigid modules and gauges
1 Elementary calculations on rigid modules and gauges
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, let its absolute Frobenius be denoted by σ.
LetW = W (k) be the ring of Witt-vectors of k, andWn = W/p
n as usual. The Frobenius
morphism on W and Wn will also be denoted by σ. It raises each component to the p.-th
power.
For a module M over W (resp. Wn) we define (
σM) to be the scalar restriction along
Frobenius: Multiplication of an element m by a scalar λ is by definition λpm. For n = 1,
i.e. for a k-vectorspace we have the alternative description (σM) ∼= M ⊗k↗σ−1 k.
If M is W -module, we let M (p) = M ⊗W↗σ W be scalar extension along Frobenius
(analogously for Wn-modules).
Definition 1.0.1. A σ-linear map Φ : M → N of modules over W (resp. Wn) is a W -
linear (resp. Wn-linear) map M → (σN). Equivalently we can say that Φ is an additive
map, such that for any element m ∈ M and any scalar λ it holds Φ(λm) = σ(λ)Φ(m)
(= λpΦ(m) for n = 1).
Remark 1.0.2. Let α : V → W be a map of k-vectorspaces with respective bases v1, . . . , vn
and w1, . . . , wm. Let the matrix of α with respect to these bases be denoted by A = (aij).
The matrix of σα : σV → σW is given by
σA := (σaij) := (a
1
p
ij).
Indeed the underlying map is the same, hence, if we denote scalar multiplication in σW
by ∗, we have:
σα(vi) =
m∑
k=1
akiwk
=
m∑
k=1
a
1
p
ki ∗ wk.
1.1 Preliminaries
Remark 1.1.1. (i) We say that a graded module M over a graded ring R is of finite type
(or finitely generated) if there are homogenous elements m1 . . . ,mr, such that their R-
linear span is M . Equivalently M is of finite type if there is an epimorphism of graded
R-modules
r⊕
k=1
R(ik)M
where R(ik) is R with twisted grading.
The notion of gauges was introduced by Fontaine and Jannsen. They found many notions
of gauges in different situations, this is the simplest:
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Definition 1.1.2. (Due to Fontaine and Jannsen)
(i) Let D be the Z-graded, commutative ring D = W [f, v]/(fv − p) where f and v are
variables of degree 1 and −1 respectively.
(ii) A D-module is a graded module over D of finite type.
(iii) For a D-module M we let
M−∞ = lim
−→
k∈Z,≥
Mk ∼= M/(v − 1)M
M∞ = lim
−→
k∈Z,≤
Mk ∼= M/(f − 1)M
where the transition maps in the limit are given by multiplication with v resp. f .
For the maps into the limit we write
v∞r :M
r →M−∞
f∞r :M
r →M∞
(iv) A D − ϕ-module is a D-module M with a σ-linear map ϕ :M∞ →M−∞.
(v) A D − ϕ-module is called a D − ϕ-gauge if ϕ is an isomorphism.
Definition 1.1.3. For a natural number n we let Dn = D/(p
n) =Wn[f, v]/(fv − p).
Similarily we get the notion of Dn-modules, Dn − ϕ-modules and Dn − ϕ-gauges.
Remark 1.1.4. (i) We will view a Dn-module M =
⊕
rM
r as a diagram of Wn-modules
· · ·M r−1 M r M r+1  · · ·
with Wn-linear maps vr :M
r →M r−1 and fr :M r →M r+1, such that for every r it holds
vrfr−1 = p and frvr+1 = p.
(ii) Since a Dn-module is assumed to be of finite type, multiplication by f is an isomor-
phism for very large degree and multiplication by v is an isomorphism for very small
degree. This follows from simple calculations in graded modules:
Let M be the quotient of Dn(i1)⊕ . . .⊕Dn(is) by the submodule generated by homoge-
nous elements m1, . . . ,mr of respective degrees d1, . . . , dr. Then the graded piece M
s is
(for s ≥ max{d1, . . . , dr,−i1, . . . ,−is, 0})
f s+i1Wn ⊕ . . .⊕ f s+irWn/(f s−d1m1, . . . , f s−drmr)
and multiplication by f is an isomorphism. We can treat v analogously.
(iii) Thus we can in effect represent a Dn-module by a finite diagram like in (i):
Ma Ma+1  · · ·M b
for some integers a ≤ b.
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There are many interesting subcategories in the category of Dn-modules, especially for
n = 1, i.e. in characteristic p. We need the following notions of ”strictness” and ”rigidity”,
due to Fontaine. They are defined purely in terms of easy linear algebra, but give a
subcategory which allows us to compare gauges with other constructions of algebraic
geometry, especially Moonen and Wedhorns F -zips.
Definition 1.1.5. (due to Fontaine.) Let M be a D1-module.
(i) M is called strict if M r →M r−1 ⊕M r+1 is injective for all r ∈ Z.
(ii)M is called rigid ifM is strict and it holds imv = ker f and ker f = imv (or equivalently
if imvr+1 = ker fr and imfr−1 = ker vr for all r).
1.2 Structure and morphisms
First we find, that for rigid modules the dimension of the homogenous parts does not
change with varying degree.
Lemma 1.2.1. Let M be a rigid D1-module.
(i) It holds dimM r = dimM r+1 for all r ∈ Z.
(ii) One has rkfr − rkfr−1 = rkvr − rkvr+1 ≥ 0.
(iii) Furthermore vr|imvr+1 and fr|imfr−1 are monomorphisms.
Proof. (i) Consider the exact sequence
M r−1
fr−1→ M r vr→M r−1
which gives the exact sequence
0→ imfr−1 →M r → imvr → 0.
Thus we have rkfr−1 + rkvr = dimM r and analogously by the exact sequence
M r+1
vr+1→ M r fr→M r+1
we get that rkfr + rkvr+1 = dimM
r for all r.
(ii) Let n = dimM r. It is (because of the strictness)
n ≥ dimker vr + dimker fr
= n− rkvr + n− rkfr
= rkfr−1 + rkvr − rkvr + n− rkfr
= rkfr−1 − rkfr + n
and a similar calculation shows that this equals rkvr+1 − rkvr + n.
(iii) If v2m = 0 it follows (v(vm), f(vm)) = (0, pm) = 0 and strictness implies vm = 0.
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We will now classify rigid modules and gauges. Firstly we can associate to every rigid
module its type and we can define standard modules for every type:
Definition 1.2.2. (i) A type is a map Z→ N with finite support.
(ii) Let M be a rigid D1-module. The type τ of M is defined to be the following map:
τ : Z→ N ; n 7→ rkfn − rkfn−1
We define h(τ), τ1, . . . , τh(τ) by:
Supp(τ) = {τ1 < τ2 < . . . < τh(τ)}
(iii) We need some auxiliary notations:
For M ⊆ Z let d(τ,M) =∑m∈M τ(m)
d(τ) = d(τ,Z) (the ”dimension”)
(iv) For a type τ let M(τ) be the rigid D1-module with M(τ)
n = kd(τ) for all n and
fn =
(
Ed(τ,(−∞,n]) 0
0 0
)
and vn+1 =
(
0 0
0 Ed(τ,[n+1,∞))
)
(v) If furthermore A ∈ Gld(τ)(k) then let M(τ, A) be M(τ) with M∞ → (σM−∞) given
by A (in the standard base).
Remark 1.2.3. Let M be a rigid D1-module of type τ .
(i) The dimension d(τ) is the dimension of each graded piece:
d = d(τ) =
∑
n∈Z
τ(n)
=
∑
rkfn − rkfn−1
= rkfN
= dimMN
for N  0, since fN is an isomorphism.
(ii) We have for n ∈ Z
τ(n) = rkfn − rkfn−1
= d− dimker fn − dim imfn−1
= d− dimker fn − dimker vn
Since M is strict, the kernels intersect in 0 so there is a (non canonical) decomposition
Mn ∼= ker vn ⊕ ker fn ⊕ Vn
with dimVn = τ(n).
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(iii) Let M be a D-module. There are maps:
δs :M
r −→M r+s
m 7→
{
f sm for s ≥ 0
vsm for s ≤ 0.
Sometimes we omit δs in the notation, i.e. we write m for the image of m in any graded
piece.
Lemma 1.2.4. Let τ be a type. There is an isomorphism:
M(τ) ∼=
⊕
n∈Z
D1(−n)τ(n).
Proof. clear.
The first classification result is the following:
Proposition 1.2.5. Every rigid D1 − ϕ-module M of type τ is isomorphic to M(τ, A)
for an A ∈ Gld(τ)(k).
Proof. For each n there is a decomposition
(∗) Mn = ker(fn)⊕ ker(vn)⊕ Vn,
where Vn is a τ(n)-dimensional k-vector space. Choose a basis b
1
n, . . . , b
τ(n)
n of Vn for each
n ∈ Z. Let h = h(τ) = ]Supp(τ).
The following claim will prove, that each Mn has a basis
b1τ1 , . . . , b
τ(τ1)
τ1 , b
1
τ2
, . . . , b
τ(τ2)
τ2 , . . . , b
1
τh
, . . . , b
τ(τh)
τh (the images of those vectors, cf. above).
Claim:
The images of b1τ1 , . . . , b
τ(τ1)
τ1 , . . . , b
1
τs , . . . , b
τ(τs)
τs form a basis of ker vn, where we define s =
s(n) by letting {τ1, . . . , τs} the part of the support of τ which is strictly smaller than n.
Analogously a basis of ker fn is given.
We prove the claim by induction: For n  0 multiplication by v is an isomorphism, so
ker vn = 0. Now let the basis of ker vn−1 be of the described form. Since ker vn−1⊕Vn−1 is a
complement of ker fn−1 by (∗), multiplication by f is a monomorphism on ker vn−1⊕Vn−1.
Its image is ker vn and the claim follows.
We use this basis to identify Mn with kd. This identification gives the desired matrices
for the f ’s and v’s.
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Remark 1.2.6. We can visualize rigid D1-modules as diagrams. Let for example τ(0) = 2,
τ(2) = 1 and 0 elsewhere. The picture for M(τ) is
←− • −→ • −→ • −→
←− • −→ • −→ • −→
←− • ←− • ←− • −→
0 2
The columns symbolize the graded pieces, each point stands for a standard basis vector.
An arrow starting in a point means sending the basis vector to itself, an arrow terminating
in a point means sending the basis vector to 0:
• −→ •
e 7→ e
0 ←[ e
Lemma 1.2.7. Let n ∈ Z and let M be a D1-module. There is a k-linear isomorphism
Hom(D1(n),M) ∼= M−n,
i.e. D1(n) is a ”free object of rank one in degree −n”.
Proof. Clear.
The Hom-Sets of rigid modules and gauges can be computed explicitely: Morphisms of
D1-modules can be described as matrices. The matrices of the k-linear maps between
the graded pieces are given by elimination of certain matrix-entries. Compability with ϕ
gives conditions on the involved matrices. First the following easy statement:
Lemma 1.2.8. Let τ and σ be types.
(i) There is a k-linear isomorphism HomD1−Mod(M(τ),M(σ)) ∼= M(d(τ)× d(σ), k).
(ii) Let C = (cij) ∈ M(d(τ) × d(σ), k) and let ϕC denote the corresponding morphism.
Let Cn denote the matrix of ϕC in degree n (w.r.t. the standard base). Then the j.-th
column of Cn is given by
c1j
...
cd(σ,(−∞,τt(j)]),j
0
...
0

for τt(j) < n

c1j
...
...
cd(σ)j

for τt(j) = n

0
...
0
cd(σ,[τt(j),∞)),j
...
cd(σ)j

for τt(j) > n
where we let t(m) = i if
∑i−1
j=1 τ(τj) < m ≤
∑i
j=1 τ(τj) (See the following remark).
(iii) Let A ∈Md(τ)(k) and B ∈Md(σ)(k). Then
Hom(M(τ, A),M(σ,B)) = {C ∈M(d(τ)× d(σ), k)|(σC)−∞A = BC∞}.
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Proof. (i) This is clear because M(τ) is a direct sum of D1(a) for some integers a, and
D1(a) is ”free”. We will give a direct construction:
Let M =M(τ), N =M(σ). To a matrix C we assign a morphism as follows:
Consider Mn = ker(fn)⊕ ker(vn)⊕Vn like above and choose a basis for Vn which consists
of standard basis vectors. We define the image of en ∈ Vτt(n) by the n.-th column of C.
This completely determines a morphism M → N because the basis of each M i consists
of images of basis vectors of the Vn.
(ii) This is easy to see (the hardest part is writing it down) because the f ’s and v’s kill
coordinates just in the way described above.
(iii) clear.
Remark 1.2.9. We use t to parametrize the basis of M(τ)n: The m.-th basis vector of
M(τ)n is the image of the m.-th standard basis vector in M(τ)τt(m) . This means t has
values
1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
τ(τ1)−times
, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
τ(τ2)−times
, . . . , h, . . . , h︸ ︷︷ ︸
τ(τh)−times
Example 1.2.10. Let τ(0) = 1, τ(1) = 2, τ(2) = 3, τ(3) = 1 and 0 elsewhere.
Let α : M(τ) → M(τ) be given by A ∈ M(7 × 7, k). The matrix of α in second degree,
i.e. of α2, arises from A be eliminating the 0-marked entries:
X =

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0
0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0
0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0
0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0
0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

.
The matrices of α−∞ (resp. α∞) arise from A be eliminating all entries in blocks right
(resp. left) of the diagonal blocks.
Example 1.2.11. (i) Let τ, σ be one-dimensional types and , λ ∈ k×. Then
Hom(M(τ, ),M(σ, λ)) =
{
0 if τ1 6= σ1
{γ ∈ k|γp = γ(/λ)p} if τ1 = σ1
because σγ = λγ ⇔ γ 1p  = λγ ⇔ γp = λpγp.
(ii) In particular End(M(τ, )) = {γ ∈ k|γp = γ} = Fp and Aut(M(τ, )) = F×p .
Remark 1.2.12. (i) One can see easily that for a matrix X ∈ Mn(k) and a type τ the
determinant of Xi in M(τ) is given for all i (!) by
h(τ)∏
n=1
detX(τ, n)
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where X(τ, n) = (Xij|d(τ, (−∞, τn − 1] < i, j ≤ d(τ, (−∞, τn]).
(N.B. This only depends on the partition of d(τ) induced by τ). So a matrix yields an
invertible morphism if its ”τ -determinant” is nonzero, its determinant can vanish very
well:
(ii) Example: Let τ(0) = τ(1) = 1 and let τ be zero elsewhere. The matrix X =
(
1 1
1 1
)
with detX = 0 gives an invertible endomorphism
αX :M(τ)→M(τ)
where αnX corresponds to
(
1 1
0 1
)
for n ≤ 0 resp.
(
1 0
1 1
)
for n ≥ 1.
(iii) The composition of two endomorphisms is in general not given by the product of
the corresponding matrices, but one has to multiply the matrices on every level (in fact
multiplication in degree −∞ and∞ suffices). For example: The matrix corresponding to
αX ◦ αX is
(
1 2
2 1
)
.
This defines different ring-structures on Mn(k):
Definition 1.2.13. (i) Let τ be a type. Define a ring-structure on Md(τ)(k) by structure
transport along the isomorphism of abelian groups:
EndD1−Mod(M(τ))
∼=−→Md(τ)(k)
Denote this multiplication by A ·τ B.
(ii) To fix some notation: For M ∈ Md(τ)(k) and a ≤ b ∈ {1, . . . , h(τ)} let Ma,b be the
d× d matrix (Mij)l<i,j<g for
d = d(τ, {τa, . . . , τb}) and l = d(τ, {τ1, . . . , τa−1}) and g = d(τ, {τb+1, . . . , τh(τ)})
Lemma 1.2.14. Let τ be a type and let A,B ∈Md(τ)(k).Then
(A ·τ B)ij = (Aa,bBa,b)i−l,j−l
for l = d(τ, {τ1, . . . , τa−1}) and a = inf(t(i), t(j)), b = sup(t(i), t(j)).
Proof. Assume i ≤ j, so that a = t(i) and b = t(j). Let x = (A ·τ B)ij. According to
Lemma 1.2.8 we get x = (A∞B∞)ij. The i.-th line of A∞ has l leading zeros, the j.-th
column has g = d(τ, {τb+1, . . . , τh(τ)}) zeros at its bottom. Thus multiplying this vectors
gives the same as multiplying the (i − l).-th line of Aa,b with the (j − l).-th column of
Ba,b.
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Remark 1.2.15. (i) Let us make clear the previous statements. First we subdivide the
matrices according to the partition associated to τ , for example:
X =

· · · · · · ·
·      ·
·      ∗
·      ·
·      ·
·      ·
· · · · · · ·

Here the part marked with  is X2,3.
For computing one specific entry of a multiplication A ·τ B =M one chooses a and b like
above. Then Xa,b is the smallest quadratic submatrix containing the considered entry and
containing complete blocks on the diagonal (For X = A,B or M). For example multiply
A2,4 by B2,4 to determine the entry marked with ∗.
(ii) These ringstructures obviously depend only on the partition associated to τ .
Remark 1.2.16. (i) The categories of Dn-modules, Dn−ϕ-modules and Dn−ϕ-gauges are
abelian categories. This is almost clear, we only have to check that there are well-defined
ϕ’s on kernel and cokernel of a map. Let α :M → N be a morphism of Dn − ϕ-modules
and let m ∈ (M∞)(p). Then (α∞)(p)(m) = 0⇒ ϕ ◦ (α∞)(p)(m) = 0⇔ α−∞ ◦ϕ(m) = 0, so
that ϕ on M restricts to a well defined map ϕ : (kerα∞)(p) → kerα−∞. If M and N are
gauges, the first implication⇒ is an equivalence and kerα is a gauge. By a dual argument
the cokernel of a map of Dn−ϕ-modules (resp. Dn−ϕ-gauges) is a Dn−ϕ-module (resp.
Dn − ϕ-gauge).
(ii) Thereof it follows that a morphism of Dn − ϕ-gauges is a monomorphism (resp.
epimorphism) if and only if it is set-theoretically injective (resp. surjective).
Example 1.2.17. (A 2-dimensional rigidD1−ϕ−gauge without nontrivial rigid subobjects)
Now let τ(0) = τ(1) = 1 and 0 else and let A =
(
0 1
1 0
)
. Let σ be a type of dimension
1 and  ∈ k×.
We assume a monomorphism: ι : M(σ, ) → M(τ, A) given by
(
x
y
)
. Then Supp(σ) ⊆
{0, 1}, else ι∞ = 0 or ι−∞ = 0. We can assume σ(0) = 1, the case σ(1) = 1 is treated
analogously.
So we have ι∞ =
(
x
0
)
and ι−∞ =
(
x
y
)
.
Now Aι∞ = (σι−∞)⇒
(
0 1
1 0
)(
x
0
)
=
(
σx
σy
)
⇒
(
0
x
)
=
(
σx
σy
)
. This implies
x = y = 0 which is a contradiction to injectivity.
The rigid D1−ϕ-gaugeM(τ, A) has nontrivial non-rigid subobjects. Consider for example
the D1−ϕ-gauge M = D1/(f)(1)⊕D1/(v)(−2) with ϕ defined by the matrix (1). There
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is a monomorphism
D1/(f)(1)⊕D1/(v)(−2) ↪→M(τ, A)
given by D1/(f) 3 1 7→ e2 ∈ M(τ, A)−1 and D1/(v) 3 1 7→ e1 ∈ M(τ, A)2. The picture is
the following:
• −→ • −→
←− • ←− •
↓
←− • ←− • ←− • −→ • −→ • −→ • −→
←− • ←− • ←− • ←− • −→ • −→ • −→
−1 2
1.3 Connections with F -zips
We want to establish an equivalence of categories between the category of rigid D1 − ϕ-
gauges and the category of F -zips over a field k, introduced by Moonen and Wedhorn in
their paper [MW](See appendix).
Lemma 1.3.1. There is a functor (due to Fontaine)
F : (rigid D1 − ϕ− gauges ) −→ (F − zips over k)
defined as follows:
For a rigid D1 − ϕ−gauge M = (M r, ϕ) let F (M) be the F−zip (F (M), C•, D•, ϕr) with
• F (M) =M−∞
• Cr = im(v∞r )
• Dr = im(ϕ ◦ f∞r ) and
• ϕr given by the diagram with exact lines
M r−1 ⊕M r+1
M r−1 ⊕M r+1 M r
M r
grDr (
σF (M))
grrCF (M) 0
0
(f,v) // prv
∞
r // //
(f,v) // prϕf
∞
r// //
id

id

ϕr




Explicitly ϕr is given as follows: For x ∈ grrM we choose a preimage x˜ under v∞r which
is well defined modulo ker v∞r . Then ϕr(x) equals pr ◦ ϕ ◦ f∞r (x˜) which is well defined
because ker v∞r = ker vr = imfr−1 maps to 0 under pr ◦ ϕ ◦ f∞r .
For a morphism g of D1 − ϕ−gauges we let Fg = g−∞.
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Proof. The lines form complexes by definition and since fv = vf = p = 0. By rigidity we
know that ker v∞r = ker vr (⇔ v|imv is a monomorphism). So for m ∈ M r mapping to 0
there exists m′ with
v∞r (m) = v
∞
r+1(m
′)
which implies
vr+1(m
′)−m ∈ ker v∞r = ker vr = imfr−1
and m ∈ imvr+1 + imfr−1. Exactness of the second line is shown analogously.
Obviously ϕr is an isomorphism. So F (M) is indeed an F -zip.
Finally we have to show that a morphism of gauges induces indeed a morphism of F -zips:
Let g be a morphism M → M˜ (with M = (M, f, v, ϕ) and M˜ = (M˜, f˜ , v˜, ϕ˜)) then
Fg(FilrF (M)) = g−∞v∞r (M
r)
= v˜∞r g
r(M r)
⊆ v˜∞r (M˜ r)
= FilrF (M˜)
and analogously
(σFg)(FilσrF (M)) = (
σg−∞)ϕf∞r (M
r)
= ϕ˜g∞f∞r (M
r)
= ϕ˜f˜∞r g
r(M r)
⊆ ϕ˜f˜∞r (M˜ r)
= FilσrF (M˜).
Thus Fg respects both filtrations. Furthermore we have the commutative diagram with
exact lines:
M r−1 ⊕M r+1
M r−1 ⊕M r+1 M r
M r
grDr (
σF (M))
grrCF (M) 0
0
M˜ r−1 ⊕ M˜ r+1
M˜ r−1 ⊕ M˜ r+1 M˜ r
M˜ r
grDr (
σF (M˜))
grrCF (M˜) 0
0
// // //
// // //
 
ϕr

// // //
// // //
 
ϕ˜r


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which shows us that Fg is compatible with ϕr and ϕ˜r.
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Remark 1.3.2. The type of a rigidD1−ϕ-gaugeM coincides with the type of the associated
F -zip F (M):
Recall FilrF (M) = image of v∞r , so dimFil
rF (M) = rkv∞r = rkvr. The type of F (M)
in the sense of F -zips takes value dimFilrF (M) − dimFilr+1F (M) at r (see appendix),
and the type of M in the sense of gauges takes value rkvr − rkvr+1.
Example 1.3.3. Let τ(0) = τ(1) = 1 and zero elsewhere. Let A =
(
0 1
1 0
)
and M =
M(τ, A). Consider (k2, C•, D•, ϕ) = FM . We have
C0 = k2, C1 =< e2 >,C
2 = 0
and
(σD−1) = 0, (σD0) =< Ae1 >=< e2 >, (σD1) = k2.
It is easy to see that the Hom-sets are the same:
End(M(τ, A)) =
{
X =
(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(k)
∣∣∣∣ (σX−∞)A = AX∞}
=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(k)
∣∣∣∣ ( (σa) 0(σc) (σd)
)
A = A
(
a b
0 d
)}
=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(k)
∣∣∣∣ ( 0 (σa)(σd) (σc)
)
=
(
0 d
a b
)}
=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(k)
∣∣∣∣ (σa) = d, (σd) = a, (σc) = b}
The endomorphisms of the image of M are matrices which have to respect the filtrations
(here: the subspace spanned by the second standard basis vectors) and which have to be
compatible with the isomorphism of the associated graded spaces. These conditions give
the following description:
End(FM(τ, A)) =
{(
a 0
c d
)
∈M2(k)
∣∣∣∣ (σa) = d, (σd) = a} .
The functor F : End(M(τ, A))→ End(FM(τ, A)) maps
(
a b
c d
)
to
(
a 0
c d
)
.
We will now construct the quasi-inverse functor.
Proposition 1.3.4. There is a functor
G : (F − zips over k) −→ (rigid D1 − ϕ− gauges )
Explicitely G is defined by the following construction:
Given a F -zip M = (M,C•, D•, ϕ•) over k let:
GM r = ker(σDr ⊕ Cr  grDr (σM)|(x, y) 7→ x− ϕr(y))
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fr = ((
σDr)⊕ Cr (ι,0)−→ (σDr+1)⊕ Cr+1) restricted to GM r
vr = ((
σDr)⊕ Cr (0,ι)−→ (σDr−1)⊕ Cr−1) restricted to GM r
ϕ : GM∞ = (σD∞) = (σM)
id−→ (σM) = (σC−∞) = (σGM−∞)
where ι stands for inclusions, and C∞ = Cs for s  0, D−∞ = Ds for s  0. If
α : M → M˜ is a morphism of F -zips we define Gα in degree r by the commutative
diagram with exact lines:
GM r
GM˜ r
(σDr)⊕ Cr
(σD˜r)⊕ C˜r
grDr (
σM)
grD˜r (
σM˜)
0
0
// //
// //
Gαr





(σα,α)
 
//
//
Proof. First we show that GM is a gauge:
• The fr are well defined: The image of (ιx, 0) in grσr+1M is x− 0 = x which is 0 for
x ∈ (σCr). The same argument shows that vr is well defined.
• GM is a strict gauge:
(fr, vr) : GM
r → GM r+1 ⊕GM r−1
is restriction of
(σDr)⊕ Cr ↪→ (σDr+1)⊕ Cr−1 ↪→ (σDr+1)⊕ Cr+1 ⊕ (σDr−1)⊕ Cr−1
with
(c, d) 7→ (c, d) and (c, d) 7→ (c, 0, 0, d)
which is injective, so (fr, vr) is injective itself.
• For rigidity consider for example:
(σDr+1)⊕ Cr+1 vr+1→ (σDr)⊕ Cr fr→ (σDr+1)⊕ Cr+1
Let m = (x, y) ∈ GM r with fr(m) = 0, which means m = (0, y) for some y. Since
m ∈ GM r it follows ϕr(y) = 0. This is equivalent to y = 0 ∈ grDr M ⇔ y ∈ Dr+1,
which is equivalent to m ∈ imv, by surjectivity of (σDr+1)→ grDr+1(σM).
For functoriality we note that the diagram in the statement is obviously commutative.
Compability of Gα with f and v amounts to stating that kernels are functorial (in the
proof of 1.3.1 we used a dual argument). Compability of Gα with ϕ is immediate.
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Remark 1.3.5. Let M be an F -zip like in the proposition. The W1-modules C =
⊕
r∈ZC
r
and D =
⊕
r∈ZDr are modules over W1[f, v]/(fv) if we let f -multiplication be induced
by the inclusions and v-multiplication be 0 on D (respectively v-multiplication induced
by the inclusions and f -multiplication 0 on CD). We view the W1-module gr
D(σM) as
W1[f, v]/(fv)-module with f and v operating as 0.
There are canonical morphisms of graded W1[f, v]/(fv)-modules
(σD)→ grD(σM) with x 7→ prx
C → grD(σM) with x 7→ ϕr ◦ prx in degree r.
With these morphisms we can describe G(M) as a fibered product
G(M) = (σD)×grD(σM) C.
The main theorem of this section is the following:
Theorem 1.3.6. Let k be an arbitrary perfect field of caracteristic p. The categories of
rigid D1 − ϕ−modules and F -zips over k are equivalent. The equivalence is given by the
functors F and G which are quasiinverse to each other.
Proof. (i) We show that FG ∼= id. Let M = (M,C•, D•, ϕ•) be a F -zip and N =
(N, C˜•, D˜•, ψ•) = FGM .
1) It is N = (GM)−∞ = D−∞ =M .
2) Use the snake lemma on
0 GM r
D−∞
(σDr)⊕ Cr
D−∞
grDr (
σM)
0
0
0
// // //
// //
v∞r

(0,ι)
 
//
//
and get the exact sequence
(σDr)→ grDr (σM)→ GM−∞/imv∞r → GM−∞/Cr → 0.
The first map is surjective, so the second one is 0 and we see that C˜r = imv∞r is equal to
Cr.
3) Analogously we see D˜r ∼= Dr.
4) For checking that ψr = ϕr, first note that a general element of GM
r is of form (ϕr(y), y)
(with ϕr(y) actually a lift of ϕr(y) under
σDr → grDr (σM)). Consider the following
19
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diagram
GM r
D−∞
(σD∞)
(σDr)⊕ Cr
C−∞
(σD∞)
grDr (
σM)
0
0
(ϕr(y), y)
y
ϕr(y)
// //
// //
// //
v∞r

f∞r
OO
(0,ι)

(ι,0)
OO

OO
_
OO
_

Recall that ψr is defined by applying ϕf
∞
r to a preimage under v
∞
r . Note that in the
image of G we have always ϕ = id, so
ψr(y) = ϕr(y).
(ii) We have to check that GF ∼= id. Let M = (M, f, v, ϕ) be a rigid D1 − ϕ-gauge and
let FM = (M−∞, C•, D•, ϕ•).
1) The map (ϕf∞r , v
∞
r ) :M
r → GFM r is a canonical isomorphism, since the construction
of ϕr implies that
0→M r (ϕf
∞
r ,v
∞
r )−→ (σDr)⊕ Cr (x,y) 7→x−ϕr(y)−→ grDr (σM−∞)→ 0
is exact:
Composition is 0 by definition of ϕr.
Injectivity follows by strictness.
Let (x, y) ∈ σDr ⊕ Cr with x− ϕr(y) = 0. Choose a preimage y˜ with v∞r (y˜) = y. We get
x− ϕr(y) = 0 ⇒ x = ϕr(v∞r (y˜))
⇒ x = ϕf∞r (y˜)
⇒ (x, y) = (ϕf∞r , v∞r )(y˜)
2) Consider the commutative diagram
M r
GFM r
M r+1
GFM r+1
f //
(ι,0) //
(ϕf∞r ,v∞r )





(ϕf∞r+1,vr+1)

which guarantees the compatibility with f .
3)Analogously we show compatibility with v.
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4) Compatibility with ϕ is essentially trivial: After passage to the limit we have a com-
mutative diagram
M∞
GFM∞
(σM−∞)
(σGFM−∞)
ϕ //
id=ϕGFM //
ϕ

id

Remark 1.3.7. Moonen and Wedhorn mentioned that F -zips do not form an abelian
category thus rigid D1 − ϕ-modules do neither by the theorem. Let us make clear one
point where this fails:
Let τ(0) = 2 and τ˜(−1) = τ˜(1) = 1 and zero elsewhere. Let A be the matrix permuting
two basis vectors. Consider the kernel of
α :M(τ, A)→M(τ˜ , A)
defined at M(τ, A)0 →M(τ˜ , A)0 by the identity matrix:
←− • −→
←− • −→
↓
←− • −→ • −→ • −→
←− • ←− • ←− • −→
This is indeed a morphism of gauges because
(σα−∞)A =
(
0 0
0 1
)(
0 1
1 0
)
=
(
0 0
1 0
)
and
Aα∞ =
(
0 1
1 0
)(
1 0
0 0
)
=
(
0 0
1 0
)
.
Obviously dimkerα0 = 2 and dimkerα−1 = kerα1 = 1 which shows us that kerα cannot
be rigid.
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2 Quasi-e´tale morphisms
We define quasi-e´tale (or quiet) scheme-morphisms introduced by Fontaine and Jannsen
and show stability under composition and base-change. Furthermore we introduce a lifting
property which will be important to study quasi-coherent quiet crystals.
Let p be a fixed prime number. All consideres schemes are over Fp.
2.1 Definition and Properties
Definition 2.1.1. (i) Let f : Y → X be a morphism of schemes. We say that f is
quasi-e´tale (or quiet), if locally f can be written as a composition of an e´tale morphism
after a p-th root.
(ii) A morphism of schemes is a p-th root (or an extraction of a p-th root or a p-morphism)
if it is locally a composition of morphisms of the form Spec(A[x]/(xp − α)) → Spec(A)
for α ∈ A.
Here are some simple properties of p-th roots:
Remark 2.1.2. (i) Because p-th roots are locally of finite type and flat, hence open mor-
phisms and because open immersions are e´tale, one can choose the p-th root in the defi-
nition of a quasi-e´tale morphism to be surjective.
(ii) The fibers of a p-th root f over a point x = Spec(k) are locally of the form Spec(R)
where R → K is a nilpotent thickening of the residue field extension of a point over x,
which is a purely inseparable field extension of k. Especially f is radicial.
One can see this immediately by induction: Assume A→ B a p-th root with such a fiber
R and B → B[x]/(xp−β) a morphism. Let Spec(K˜) be the point over Spec(K). Consider
the diagram
R[x]/(xp − β)
R
K[x]/(xp − β)
K
K˜OO
//
OO
// pi //
where the square is cocartesian and pi is surjective (resp. an isomorphism) if in K a p-th
root of β exists (resp. does not exist). Then R[x]/(xp − β)→ K˜ has the required form.
(iii) Obviously a p-th root is integral.
Lemma 2.1.3. The property ”quasi-e´tale” is stable under composition and base change.
Proof. The base change of an e´tale morphism is e´tale, so we have to show that the base
change of a p-th root is again a p-th root. This is evident.
For stability under composition consider f ◦ g′ where f : Y → X is a faithfully flat p-th
root and g′ : Z → Y is e´tale. We know that f is integral, surjective and radicial and thus
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with [SGA4.2] VIII 1.1 one can find a cartesian square
Z
Y X
E
g′
 f //
f ′ //
g

where g is e´tale . Then f ′ is a p-th root. Because p-th roots resp. e´tale morphisms are
stable under composition, this implies the lemma.
Lemma 2.1.4. Quasi-e´tale morphisms are syntomic.
Proof. This is clear (see Appendix A.1).
2.2 Lifting property
The following lifting property is the main point which allows us to use quiet morphisms
for our purposes. It enables us to refine a quiet covering to a covering which can be lifted
infinitesimally, to be more precise: Given an infinitesimal thickening, any quiet covering
of the source can be refined to a covering which can be lifted along the thickening.
Thus the topology τ generated by classes of morphisms satisfying this lifting property (in
fact a weaker form suffices) has good properties on infinitesimal sites. Especially it gives
a connection from the infinitesimal τ -site to the large τ -site. If the classes are additionally
assumed to be flat, they actually behave well with respect to the crystalline site.
Proposition 2.2.1. (Quasi-e´tale lifting property) Let f ′ : U ′ → U be quasietale and
U → T be a (closed) nilimmersion. Then every point u of U ′ possesses a neighborhood U ′u
(for Zariski-topology) such that we ca find a cartesian square with a quasi-e´tale T -scheme
T ′:
U ′u
U T.
T ′
U ′
//



//
Proof. It is enough to treat the cases that f ′ is either e´tale or a p-th root:
Assume f : U ′
f2→ U ′′ f1→ U and the lifting property is satisfied by f1 and f2. Let u ∈ U ′
and v = f2(u) ∈ U ′′. The following diagram implies that the lifting property holds also
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for f :
U˜ ′′u T
′′
U˜ ′′
U ′′ U ′v T ′
U ′
U T
//
//
//

 
 ?
???
 

?
??
?



The three squares are cartesian. First T ′ and U ′v are defined by the lifting property of f1,
then U˜ ′′ is defined as fibered product and U˜u′′ , T ′′ are defined by lifting property of f2.
If f ′ is e´tale this is a weaker statement than topological invariance of e´tale morphisms
[EGA4.4] 18.1.2.
So let f ′ be a p-th root. Because the problem is local in T we can assume that T = Spec(A)
is affine, so U = Spec(B) with A B. Furthermore we can, by the argument from above,
reduce to the case that U ′ = Spec(B[t]/(tp − β)) for a β ∈ B, but then our problem is
solved by Spec(A[t]/(tp − α)) for a preimage α of β.
Remark 2.2.2. The lifing property holds for other classes, too: It is also true for the class
of syntomic morphisms (see [Be2] Lemme 1.1.9), for e´tale morphisms and for the class of
extractions of p-th roots.
Remark 2.2.3. Syntomic morphisms were used by Fontaine and Messing in their paper
[FM] to give means of calculating crystalline cohomology. They identified crystalline
cohomology of a smooth scheme over a field k with syntomic cohomology of some special
sheaf Ocrisn on the syntomic site over k:
Hncris(X/Wn,OX/Wn) ∼= Hnsyn(X,Ocrisn )
But the class of syntomic morphisms is very large, so the natural question arose whether
one could replace the class ”syntomic” with some smaller classes. One possible solution are
quasi-e´tale morphisms but the even smaller class of p-th roots is also a possible substitute.
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3 Cohomology of quasi-coherent crystals
3.1 Topologies
We work consistently over large sites and topoi. Here we recall the basic definitions of
the large crystalline site with different topologies as introduced in [Be2].
Definition 3.1.1. (i) Let (S, I, γ) be a PD-scheme andX an S-scheme to which γ extends.
Let CRIS(X/S) or CRIS(X/S, I, γ) denote the category with objects
(i : U ↪→ T, δ) = (U, T, δ)
where U is an X-scheme, i a closed immersion into an S-scheme T and δ is a PD-structure
on the ideal J ⊆ OT of i, which is compatible with γ. Such an i is called a PD-thickening
of U .
A morphism in CRIS(X/S) is a commutative diagram
T ′
U ′ U
T
v //
?
OO
u // ?

OO
where v is a PD-morphism. A morphism is called cartesian if its diagram is cartesian.
(ii) We say that a morphism (u, v) has a particular property (e.g. being an open immer-
sion, syntomic etc.) if v : T ′ → T has the corresponding property.
We use the procedure of constructing topologies in [SGA3.1] exp. IV 6.2. In order to use
the good properties of topologies built in this way, e.g. a criterion for presheaves to be
sheaves ([SGA3.1] exp.IV 6.2.3), we have to check some technical conditions, but these
are almost all trivial.
Definition 3.1.2. Let τ be a class of flat, locally of finite type scheme morphisms which is
stable under composition and base-change. Assume that τ contains all open immersions.
(i) Let τ(X) be the big τ -site, and Xτ the corresponding topos.
(ii) Let CRIS(X/S)τ be the category CRIS(X/S) endowed with the topology generated
by surjective families of open immersions and surjective τ -morphisms of affine objects.
Let (X/S)CRIS,τ be the corresponding topos.
(iii) Let OX/S be the presheaf of rings
(U, T ) 7→ OT
which in fact is a sheaf (by flatness of τ). Is is called the structural sheaf of (X/S)CRIS,τ .
We use OX/S to give (X/S)CRIS,τ the structure of a ringed topos.
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Our aim is to construct a morphism of topoi
vτ : (X/S)CRIS,τ → Xτ
for different classes of morphisms τ .
In their paper [FM] Fontaine and Messing implicitely use this morphism; the existence of
vτ , as we will construct it, implies that the presheaf Ocrisn is a sheaf for syntomic topology.
We will give axioms for classes τ that guarantee the existence of vτ . The key point is the
property that that coverings should admit a refinement which can be lifted to a crystalline
covering. This is closely related to the lifting property of the previous section, in fact it
follows from the lifting property.
Definition 3.1.3. Let τ be a class of morphisms of schemes. Consider the following
properties:
(T1) (Stability, flatness and open immersions) The class τ is stable under base change and
composition and every τ -morphism is flat and locally of finite presentation. Furthermore
every open immersion is τ .
(T2) (Refinement) The class τ admits τ -crystalline refinements (see next definition).
(T3) (p-morphisms) Every p-th root morphism is τ .
If τ satisfies (T1),(T2) and (T3) we call τ a p-crystalline class.
Definition 3.1.4. Let τ be a class of scheme-morphisms. We say that τ admits crystalline
refinements if for every PD-thickening U → T and every surjective family of τ -morphisms
{Ui → U} there exists a refinement {Vj → U} with  : J → I and PD-thickenings Vj → Tj
with T -schemes Tj such that the diagrams
Vj
U T
Tj
U(j)
//
fj


//

are cartesian with PD-morphisms fj ∈ τ .
We get the already announced relation to the lifting property by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1.5. Consider
(T2’) (Lifting property) Let f ′ : U ′ → U be a τ -morphism and U → T a closed nilimmer-
sion. Then every point u of U ′ possesses a Zariski-open neighborhood U ′u s.t. there exists
a cartesian square
U ′u
U T
T ′
U ′
//



//
with T ′ → T a τ -morphism. Then ((T2’) and (T1)) ⇒ (T2).
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Proof. Note that divided powers extend along flat morphisms ([Be] I 2.7.4).
Remark 3.1.6. The lemma shows us that the following classes of morphisms satisfy (T2),
i.e. admit crystalline refinements:
• syntomic
• quasi-e´tale
• p.-th roots
• e´tale
• Zariski-morphisms
since they satisfy the lifting property (see 2.2.1). Zariski- and e´tale coverings can be exten-
dend to crystalline coverings even without refining because of their topological invariance
and flatness (We call morphisms Zariski-morphisms if they are locally open immersions).
Remark 3.1.7. The axioms play different roles:
(i) Condition (T1) implies that toplogies on X-schemes resp. on CRIS(X/S) are of a
specific form described in [SGA3.1] IV Proposition 6.2.1 (p.239):
In notation of loc. cit. we let C = CRIS(X/S) (resp. the category of X-schemes), C ′
the full subcategory of affine objects of CRIS(X/S) (resp. affine X-schemes), P the set
of open coverings and P ′ the set of finite τ -coverings. The axioms (P1), (P2), (P3), (a)
and (b) of loc. cit. are immediately verified using Lemma 3.1.8 below, for (c) we notice
that τ -morphisms are open and affine schemes are quasi-compact.
(ii) Assuming (T1) and (T2) guarantees that there is a morphism from the τ -crystalline
site into the big τ -site.
(iii) We shall see that assuming all three axioms (T1)-(T3) for a class τ implies that higher
direct images under vτ of a quasi-coherent crystal M on (X/S)CRIS,τ vanish:
Rq(vτ )∗M = 0 for q > 0.
Lemma 3.1.8. Let τ be a class with (T1). Let (U ′, T ′) → (U, T ) be a τ -morphism and
(U1, T1) → (U, T ) be a morphism. Then the fibered product (U ′, T ′) ×(U,T ) (U1, T1) in
CRIS(X/S)τ exists and is canonically isomorphic to (U
′ ×U U1, T ′ ×T T1).
Proof. See [Be2] 1.1.2. The proof works in our situation because τ -morphisms are flat.
Remark 3.1.9. (i) We need the following simple technical statement: If τ is a class which
admits τ -crystalline refinements then obviously every surjective family which can be re-
fined by a τ -family, admits a τ -crystalline refinement. Especially every surjective family
of source-locally τ -morphisms (i.e morphisms f : X → Y such that there exists an open
covering (Ui) of X with τ -morphisms f |Ui) admits a τ -crystalline refinenment.
(ii) For all cases which we consider here, a morphism is a τ -morphism if and only if it is
source-locally a τ -morphism. This is obvious since the defining properties for τ are always
local properties.
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3.2 A morphism of topoi
This subsection contains the technical main part of this section.
Concerning sites and topoi we use notations and conventions of [SGA4.1], but we write
P (·) for the category of presheaves (in [SGA4.1] denoted by ·ˆ ) and S(·) for the category
of sheaves (in [SGA4.1] denoted by ·˜) on some site.
Recall that a morphism of topoi is a pair of adjoint functors, ”direct image” and ”pull-
back”, with exact ”pull-back”-functor.
Theorem 3.2.1. Let τ be a class which is flat, locally of finite presentation and sta-
ble under composition and base-extension, i.e. τ satisfies (T1). Assume that τ admits
crystalline refinements ( (T2) ). Then there is morphism of topoi
vτ : (X/S)CRIS,τ → Xτ
We denote vτ also by v if the topology is fixed.
Proof. The proof is based on [K].
By [SGA4.1] IV Proposition 4.9.4 a continuous([SGA4.1] III.1) and left exact functor from
the site τ(X) to the topos (X/S)CRIS,τ gives a morphism of topoi
(X/S)CRIS,τ → Xτ .
Let
V : τ(X)→ (X/S)CRIS,τ
be defined by Z 7→ ((U, T ) 7→ HomX(U,Z)). Then V is a well-defined, continuous and
left-exact functor.
(i) V is well-defined:
This is Lemma 3.2.2.
(ii) V is continuous:
Consider the functor W : P ((X/S)CRIS,τ )→ P (τ(X)) given by F 7→ F ◦ V . We have to
show that W maps sheaves into sheaves, i.e.
W : S((X/S)CRIS,τ ) ∼= (X/S)CRIS,τ → S(Xτ ) = Xτ ,
with P denoting presheaves and S denoting sheaves. Note that the category of sheaves
on a topos is equivalent to this topos by representing sheaves (See [SGA4.1] IV Corollaire
1.2.1). Let F be a τ -crystalline sheaf.
If Z is an X-scheme, then WF (Z) = F (V (Z)) = Hom(X/S)CRIS,τ (V Z, F ) (The value of
the sheaf F at the sheaf V Z). By [SGA3.1] IV 6.2.3 we have to check sheaf-condition for
certain types of coverings:
Part 1: Let {Zi → Z} be a Zariski-covering of X-schemes and let
(si) ∈ ker(
∏
Hom(V Zi, F )⇒
∏
Hom(V Zij, F ))
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with Zij = Zi×ZZj = Zi∩Zj. We have to show that there is exactly one s ∈ Hom(V Z, F )
mapping to (si). Let U = (U, T ) be in CRIS(X/S)τ and f ∈ V Z(U) = HomX(U,Z).
Let Ui = f
−1(Zi) and Ui = (Ui, Ti) defined by requiring the following squares to be
cartesian:
Zi
ZU
Ui = f
−1(Zi) Ui
U T
Ti//
 f //
//

//
and Ti → T being an open immersion. In the right diagram the closed immersions have
PD-ideals and the open immersions are PD-morphisms (See remark 3.1.6).
Let fi = f |Ui : Ui → Zi be in Zi(Ui).Then s(U)(f) can be constructed by the following
commutative diagram:
(∗)
(fi)
(fi|(Uij), fj|(Uij))
”(f |(Uij))”
(si(Ui)(fi))
s(U)(f)
∏
Zi(Ui)
∏
Zi(Uij)×
∏
Zj(Uij)
∏
Zij(Uij)
F (U)
∏
F (Ui)
∏
F (Uij)
_

oo
_

_
OO
 _

res

inc
OO

si(Ui)
oo
si(Uij)pr1oo
si(Uij)pr2
oo
sj |Zij (Uij)=si|Zij (Uij)
jjTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
The uniqueness follows, under the hypothesis that s maps to si, from the following com-
mutative diagram (for every fixed f separately):
Z(U) f
F (U)
∏
Z(Ui) (f |Ui)
∏
F (Ui)
∏
Zi(Ui) (fi)

OO _

s(U)
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
(s(Ui))
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
(si(Ui))
oo
_

_
OO
Furthermore we have to show s defines a morphism of sheaves. Let ϕ : V → U (in the
crystalline site). Then s(V )(f |V ) is determined by the image of fi|Vi = fiϕi : Vi → Zi
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with Vi = ϕ
−1(Ui) = (fϕ)−1(Zi). Now the following diagram is commutative because
each si is a morphism of sheaves. ∏
Zi(Vi)
∏
Zi(Ui)
∏
F (Ui)
∏
F (Vi)
(si(Vi))
oo
res=·◦ϕi
OO
res
OO
(si(Ui))
oo
Finally we show that s maps to si for i ∈ I. Let U = (U, T ) be in CRIS(X/S)τ and fix
k ∈ I. For fk ∈ V Zk(U) = HomX(U,Zk) it is by definition s|Zk(U)(fk) = s(U)(ι ◦ fk) (for
ι : Zk ↪→ Z). Note that in diagram (∗) it is Uk = U and thus s(U)(ιfk) = sk(Uk)(fk).
Part 2:
To check sheaf-condition for a finite τ -covering of affine schemes it suffices to check
it for a faithfully flat source-locally τ -morphism, since by the first part the presheaf
WF maps sums to products and the sequence for a finite covering {SpecBi → SpecA}
can be identified with the one for {Spec(∏Bi)  SpecA} (It is WF (Spec(∏Bi)) ∼=
WF (
∐
Spec(Bi)) ∼=
∏
WF (SpecBi)).
Now let Z ′ → Z be a surjective source-locally τ -morphism with affine Z ′ = SpecB and
Z = SpecA. Let
s′ ∈ ker(Hom(V Z ′, F )⇒ Hom(V (Z ′ ×Z Z ′), F ))
We have to find exactly one s ∈ Hom(V Z, F ) which maps to s′, so let U = (U, T ) ∈
CRIS(X/S)τ and f ∈ V Z(U) = HomX(U,Z). The surjective family {Z ′ ×Z U → U}
can be refined to a τ -crystalline covering {Ui = (Ui, Ti)→ U} by (T2) and remark 3.1.9.
Define f ′i by the following diagram
(∗∗)
Ui Ti
Z ′ Z ′ ×Z U
Z U T
//
f ′i
 






oo
  
f
oo //
Let Uij = (Ui ×U Uj, Ti ×T Tj). Similar to part 1 we define s(f) by the commutative
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diagram
(∗ ∗ ∗)
(f ′i)
(f ′i |(Uij), f ′j|(Uij))
”(f |(Uij))”
(s′(Ui)(f ′i))
s(f)
∏
Z ′(Ui)
∏
Z ′(Uij)×
∏
Z ′(Uij)
∏
Z ′ ×Z Z ′(Uij)
F (U)
∏
F (Ui)
∏
F (Uij)
_

oo
_

_
OO
 _

res

OO

s′(Ui)
oo
s′(Uij)pr1oo
s′(Uij)pr2
oo
s′|pr1Zij (Uij)=s
′|pr2Zij (Uij)
jjTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
Because of the following commutative diagram this is the only possible choice for the
image of f , if we suppose s maps to s′:
Z(U) f
F (U)
∏
Z(Ui) (f |Ui)
∏
F (Ui)
∏
Z ′(Ui) (f ′i)

OO _

s(U)
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
(s(Ui))
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
(s′(Ui))
oo
_

_
OO
Again we have to show s defines a morphism of sheaves. Let ϕ : (V, S) → (U, T ) (in
the crystalline site). First note that Vi = (Vi, Si) = (V ×U Ui, S ×T Ti) is a τ -crystalline
refinement of {V ×Z Z ′ → V }.
Then s(V )(f |V ) is determined by the image of (f |V )i = f ′iϕi : Vi → Ui → Z ′ with ϕi
the basechange of ϕ to Ui. Now the following diagram is commutative because s
′ is a
morphism of sheaves. ∏
Z ′(Vi)
∏
Z ′(Ui)
∏
F (Ui)
∏
F (Vi)
(s′(Vi))
oo
res=·◦ϕi
OO
res
OO
(s′(Ui))
oo
Finally it is to show that the restriction of s equals s′. Let U = (U, T ) be in CRIS(X/S)τ
and let f ′ ∈ V Z ′(U) = HomX(U,Z ′). Let f ′i be associated to z ◦ f ′ (with z : Z ′ → Z)
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according to (∗∗), then f ′i = f ′|Ui . It is:
(s|Z′(U)(f ′))|Ui = (s(U)(z ◦ f ′))|Ui by definition
= (s′(Ui)(f ′i)) by diagram (∗ ∗ ∗)
= (s′(U)(f ′))|Ui since f ′i = f ′|Ui
and we conclude that s|Z′ = s′.
(iii) V is left exact:
By [SGA4.1] I 2.4.2. it is enough to show that V maps the final object X ∈ τ(X) to the
final object e ∈ (X/S)CRIS,τ , which is trivial as V X((U, T )) = HomX(U,X), and that V
commutes with fiber-products:
We have V (Z1×ZZ2)((U, T )) = HomX(U,Z1×ZZ2) = Hom(U,Z1)×Hom(U,Z)Hom(U,Z2) =
V Z1((U, T ))×V Z((U,T )) V Z2((U, T )) = V Z1×V Z V Z2((U, T )). Note that the fiber product
of sheaves is given by the set-theoretic fiberproduct over each object.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let τ be a class satisfying (T1) and let V be as in the theorem, Z an
X-scheme. Then V Z is a τ -crystalline sheaf.
Proof. If {(Ui, Ti) → (U, T )} is a covering in τ -topology then {Ui → U} is an fppf -
covering and the following isomorphic (cf. 3.1.8) sequences
V Z(U, T )→
∏
V Z(Ui, Ti)⇒
∏
V Z((Ui, Ti)×(U,T ) (Uj, Tj))
HomX(U,Z)→
∏
HomX(Ui, Z)⇒
∏
HomX(Uij, Z)
are exact since representable presheaves are fppf -sheaves.
Remark 3.2.3. We wish to make clear the precise nature of the direct image functor for
the morphism of topoi in the theorem. If f is a left-exact, continuous functor from a site
C (where finite projective limits are assumed to be representable) into a topos E, the
associated morphism of topoi g is given by
g∗ : F 7→ F ◦ f
and g∗ a left adjoint to g∗. For details describing the ”pull-back”-functor see [SGA4.1] IV
4.9.
So in our situation v∗ : F 7→ Hom(X/S)CRIS,τ (V (·), F ) is the functor we called W .
3.3 Crystals
We restrict our attention now to what Grothendieck called special sheaves on the crys-
talline site, but which is better known as crystal. These are in a sense rigid presheaves
which in fact are sheaves.
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Remark 3.3.1. Let τ be a class satisfying (T1), and let (U, T ) be an element of the site
CRIS(X/S). Every presheaf F on CRIS(X/S) defines by restriction a Zariski-presheaf
on T :
T ⊇ T ′ 7→ F (U ×T T ′, T ′)
We denote this presheaf by FT .
Definition 3.3.2. Let (X/S) be as in 3.1.1. A OX/S-module presheaf F is called a crystal
if:
(i) it is a Zariski-sheaf and
(ii) for any morphism (g, f) : (U ′, T ′)→ (U, T ) the induced morphism (f ∗FT )→ F ′T is an
isomorphism of OT ′-modules (Here f ∗ denotes pullback of module-sheaves, i.e. f ∗FT =
f−1FT ⊗f−1OT OT ′).
A crystal is said to be quasi-coherent if every FT is quasi-coherent.
Lemma 3.3.3. A quasi-coherent crystal is a sheaf for any topology coming from a class
τ satisfying (T1).
Proof. Again using [SGA3.1] IV 6.2.3 it suffices to show the exactness of the sequence
to a covering {(g, f) : (SpecR, SpecB) → (SpecS, SpecA)} with f source-locally τ and
surjective, hence faithfully flat (cf. the proof of the theorem). If FSpecA = M˜ for an
A-module M then FSpecB ∼= f ∗FSpecA ∼= f ∗M˜ ∼= ˜M ⊗A B and this sequence is
M →M ⊗A B ⇒M ⊗A B ⊗A B
which is well known to be exact (See e.g. [SGA1] VIII 1.7.)
Proposition 3.3.4. Let τ and τ ′ satisfy (T1) with τ ⊆ τ ′. Then there is a canonical
morphism of coarsening topology
α : (X/S)CRIS,τ ′ → (X/S)CRIS,τ
and one has Rqα∗F = 0 for q > 0 if F is a quasi-coherent crystal.
Proof. See [Be2] 1.1.19. for a similar statement. The proof is exactly the same.
Quasi-coherent crystals have τ -crystalline cohomology independent of τ for a very general
choice of the class τ :
Corollary 3.3.5. Let τ and τ ′ satisfy (T1). Then for a quasi-coherent crystal F it holds:
Hn((X/S)CRIS,τ , F ) ∼= Hn((X/S)CRIS,τ ′ , F )
Proof. Both topologies are finer than Zariski-topology. Consider the two morphisms of
coarsening topology:
(X/S)CRIS,τ → (X/S)CRIS,zar
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and
(X/S)CRIS,τ ′ → (X/S)CRIS,zar.
Using the Leray spectral sequence both terms are isomorphic to Zariski-crystalline coho-
mology of F .
Remark 3.3.6. Let τ ⊆ τ ′ satisfy (T1). Obviously there is a morphism of coarsening
topology
β : Xτ ′ → Xτ .
The direct-image functor is the canonical inclusion. Pullback is given be assigning to
every τ -sheaf its τ ′-sheafification.
3.4 Direct images of crystals and their cohomology
This subsection contains the main results of this section: The comparison of cohomology
of direct images of coherent crystals for p-crystalline classes τ for a k-scheme X and
S = Wn(k) with a perfect field k.
We study the following commutative diagram of topoi with τ and τ ′ satisfying (T1) and
(T2) and τ ⊆ τ ′.
Xτ
Xτ ′(X/S)CRIS,τ ′
(X/S)CRIS,τ
vτ //
α
OO
vτ ′ //
β
OO
We will see that quasi-coherent crystals are acyclic for direct images of all the morphisms
if we assume in addition (T3).
Remark 3.4.1. Let E be a topos, X an object of E and F an abelian sheaf. ThenHq(X,F )
is defined as RqΓXF for ΓX :M 7→ HomE(X,M) (ΓX a functor on abelian sheaves). See
[SGA4.2] V 2.1.
Proposition 3.4.2. Let τ be a p-crystalline class, X a scheme over k and S = SpecWn(k)
for a perfect field k. Let F be a quasi-coherent crystal on (X/S)CRIS,τ . Then one has for
q > 0
Rqv∗F = 0.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as of [Ba] Proposition 1.17. (which deals with
the case of syntomic topology):
Recall that Rqv∗F is the sheaf associated to the presheaf
Xτ 3 U 7→ Hq(v∗U, F )
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(See [SGA4.2] V 5.1). Under the identifications S(Xτ ) ∼= Xτ ∼= S(τ(X)) this corresponds
to the sheaf associated to the presheaf
τ(X) 3 U 7→ F q(U) := Hq(v∗U, F ).
(U stands for the sheaf represented by U and v∗U sends (Y, T ) to HomX(Y, U)).
By Lemma 3.4.4 it is F q(U) ∼= Hq((U/S)CRIS,τ , F ).
It is sufficient to check
(∗) (F q)](U) = 0
for affine U ∈ τ(X). This statement is implied by lim
−→
U
H0(U, F q) = 0 where the limit runs
over all coverings of U and H0 denotes 0. Cˇech-cohomology:
H0(U, F q) = ker(
∏
Ui∈U
F q(Ui)⇒
∏
Ui,Uj∈U
F q(Ui ×U Uj))
Thus it suffices to show: For every affine V ∈ τ(X) there exists a family of faithfully flat
τ−morphisms {Vk → V } with lim−→ F q(Vk) = 0:
Assume the Ui affine, let ui ∈ F q(Ui). Choose U ′i (a member of the family for Ui), such
that ui maps to 0 ∈ F q(U ′i). Then {U ′i} is a refinement of {Ui}, where (ui) vanishes.
For SpecA an affine X-scheme define inductively
A0 = A and An = An−1[xa; a ∈ An−1]/(xpa − a)
Let Aˆ be the perfect envelope lim
−→
An. Then Aˆ = lim−→ Bi for some surjective p.-th roots
SpecBi → A which are τ by (T3). Now we have
lim
−→
F q(Spec(Bi)) = lim−→ H
q((SpecBi/Wn)τ , F ) ∼= lim−→ H
q((SpecBi/Wn)CRIS,e´t, F )
by corollary 3.3.5, which by [Ka] 2.4.3 in turn is isomorphic to
Hq((SpecAˆ/Wn)CRIS,e´t, F ) ∼= Hq((SpecAˆ/Wn)CRIS,zar, F ).
The proposition follows from the following one since coherent modules have no higher
cohomology on affine schemes.
Proposition 3.4.3. Let A be a k-algebra with surjective Frobenius morphism, k a perfect
field of characteristic p > 0. Then there exists a Wn-divided-power thickening (U, T ) in
CRIS(SpecA/Wn)Zar with affine T such that for any abelian zariski-crystalline sheaf F
and each q ∈ N it holds:
Hq((SpecA/Wn)zar, F ) ∼= Hq(T, FT )
for FT the induced abelian Zariski-sheaf on T .
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Proof. [Ba] 1.16.
To complete the proof: First recall the definition of the global section functor for presheaves
F on a site C: Γ(F ) = Hom(e, F ) = lim
←−
U∈C
F (U), where e is the final object in the associated
category of sheaves (the constant sheaf with value {∗}). If in C there is a final object Y ,
it obviously holds Γ(F ) = F (Y ).
Lemma 3.4.4. Let Z be an X-scheme and τ a class with (T1). Then the restriction
functor res : (X/S)CRIS,τ → (Z/S)CRIS,τ is exact (on abelian sheaves). Furthermore it
holds: Γ(Z/S) ◦ res ∼= Hom(X/S)(v∗Z, ·) (Again Z stands for the sheaf represented by Z and
v∗Z maps (U, T ) to HomX(U,Z)). We conclude that
Hq((Z/S)CRIS,τ , F ) ∼= Hq(v∗Z, F )
for any abelian sheaf F on (X/S)CRIS,τ .
Proof. Exactness is immediate. Let e be the final object in the topos (Z/S)CRIS,τ . Then
we define a map
α : Γ(F ) = Hom(Z/S)(e, F )→ Hom(X/S)(v∗Z, F )
by sending (f(U,T )) to the morphism of sheaves which sends ϕ ∈ v∗Z((U ′, T ′)) for (U ′, T ′) ∈
CRIS(X/S) to f(U ′,T ′) (Here (U
′, T ′) is viewed as an object of CRIS(Z/S) via ϕ ∈
v∗Z((U ′, T ′)) = HomX(U ′, Z)).
The inverse map
β : Hom(X/S)(v
∗Z, F )→ Hom(Z/S)(e, F )
is given by ψ 7→ (s(U,T )) with the global section s(U,T ) defined as follows:
For (U, T ) ∈ CRIS(Z/S) the structural map U → Z is an Element in v∗Z((U, T )) =
HomX(U,Z). Define s(U,T ) = ψ(U,Z)(U → Z) ∈ F (U, T ).
This is indeed the inverse map:
Let f = (f(U,T )) be a global section of F . Let s(U,T ) be associated to α(f). Then
βα(f)(U,T ) = s(U,T )
= α(f)(U, T )(U → Z)
= f(U,T ).
Let ψ ∈ Hom(X/S)(v∗Z, F ) and let (s(U,T ))(U,T ) = β(ψ) . Then we compute:
αβ(ψ) = (HomX(U
′, Z) 3 ϕ 7→ s(U ′,T ′))
= (HomX(U
′, Z) 3 ϕ 7→ ψ(U ′, T ′)(U ′ → Z) = ψ(ϕ))
= ψ.
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Proposition 3.4.5. Let τ and τ ′ satisfy (T1) and (T2) with τ ⊆ τ ′. Then diagram of
morphisms of topoi
Xτ
Xτ ′(X/S)CRIS,τ ′
(X/S)CRIS,τ
vτ //
α
OO
vτ ′ //
β
OO
is commutative where β is defined by coarsening topology.
Proof. Again by [SGA4.1] IV proposition 4.9.4 it is enough to show that v∗τ ′β
∗ and α∗v∗τ
restricted to τ(X) are isomorphic. It is β∗Z = Z since representable presheaves are
sheaves on both Xτ and Xτ ′ by (T1). Furthermore v
∗Z is in both cases given by the
presheaf
V Z : (U, T ) 7→ HomX(U,Z),
which is actually a sheaf for τ and τ ′ (see Lemma 3.2.2). Now note that inverse image
morphisms of coarsening topology morphisms map a sheaf for the coarse topology to the
associated sheaf in the fine topology.
Remark 3.4.6. Assume all τ satisfy (T1). By Lemma 3.3.3 we know that for a quasi-
coherent crystal F the underlying sheaf on (X/S)CRIS,τ does not dependend on τ . By
proposition 3.3.4 we know furthermore that its cohomology is independent of τ .
The proposition now tells us that the underlying sheaf of the direct image of F does
not depend on τ (for all τ satisfying (T1) and (T2)). Proposition 3.4.2 implies that its
cohomology is independent of τ (assuming (T3) fulfilled) under the assumptions of the
proposition. We summarize in the main theorem of this section:
Theorem 3.4.7. Let τ and τ ′ satisfy (T1), (T2) and (T3) and let X be a scheme over k
and S = SpecWn(k) for a perfect field k. Then one has for a quasi-coherent crystal F :
Hq(Xτ , v∗F ) ∼= Hq(Xτ ′ , v∗F )
In particular, if we let F = OX/S:
Hq(Xτ ,Ocrisn ) ∼= Hq(Xτ ′ ,Ocrisn ).
Proof. We can assume that τ is the class of p.-th roots; this is the smallest possible class.
We have a commutative diagram of morphisms of topoi
Xτ
Xτ ′(X/S)CRIS,τ ′
(X/S)CRIS,τ
vτ //
α
OO
vτ ′ //
β
OO
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Using Leray spectral sequence for vτ and vτ ′ , recalling R
q(vτ )∗F = 0 for q > 0 by 3.4.2
and the preceding remark, we get isomorphisms:
Hq((X/S)CRIS,τ , F ) ∼= Hq(Xτ , v∗F )
and
Hq((X/S)CRIS,τ ′ , F ) ∼= Hq(Xτ ′ , v∗F )
Combining this with the isomorphism
Hq((X/S)CRIS,τ ′ , F ) ∼= Hq((X/S)CRIS,τ , F )
of the remark, the claim follows.
Theorem 3.4.8. Let τ ⊆ τ ′ both satisfy (T1), (T2) and (T3). Then one has with (X/S)
like in 3.4.7 and a quasi-coherent crystal F :
Rqβ∗(v∗F ) = 0
for q > 0 and β : Xτ ′ → Xτ like above.
Proof. Let G = v∗F . We know that Rqβ∗G is the τ -sheaf associated to the presheaf
U 7→ Hqτ ′(U,G), so it is enough to show that this associated sheaf takes zero-values on
affine X-schemes.
We have Hqτ ′(U,G)
∼= Hq(Uτ ′ , G) ∼= Hq((U/S)CRIS,τ ′ , F ) by the previous results. This is
F q(U) in notation of the proof of 3.4.2. There it was shown that (F q)](U) = 0 for affine
U .
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4 Topologies and the sheaves Gn
Let X be a scheme of finite type over a perfect field k of positive characteristic p. Let W
denote the ring of Witt-vectors and let Wn denote the truncated ring of Witt-vectors.
4.1 The ring Ocrisn
Here we give the main definitions of this section. This subsection also contains outlines
of some proofs Fontaine sketched in his conversation with Jannsen.
Recall section 3 that there is a morphism of topoi
v : (X/Wn(k))CRIS,syn → Xsyn
Definition 4.1.1. (i) Define the sheaf of rings in Xsyn
Ocrisn = v∗OX/Wn .
(ii) Let Ocris0 = 0.
Obviously Ocrisn is a sheaf in Xτ for any class of morphisms τ contained in the class of
syntomic morphisms. By definition we have for Y → X
Ocrisn (Y ) = H0((Y/Wn)CRIS,syn,OY/Wn)
This is the original definition (to be found in [FM]). There is another description of Ocrisn
which is very useful for computations:
Remark 4.1.2. One knows (see [FM]), that
W˜DPn
∼= Ocrisn .
The presheaf Wn maps a k-algebra A to Wn(A) and the presheaf W
DP
n is the divided
power envelope of Wn with respect to the ideal I = {(a0, . . . , an)|apn0 = 0}, compatible
with standard divided powers on pWn.
The isomorphism is constructed as follows:
There is a canonical map:
Wn → Ocrisn
given over a k-algebra A by
(a0, . . . , an−1) 7→ (aˆpn0 + paˆp
n−1
1 + . . .+ p
n−1aˆpn−1)(U,T ) ∈ lim←−
(U,T )
Γ(T,OT ).
Recall that the limit is taken over all A-schemes U with Wn-thickenings U ↪→ T . Fix a
component (U, T ) = (SpecA
f← U i→ T ). Now let aˆi be a preimage (under i]) of f ](ai),
then piaˆp
n−i
i does not depend on the choice of the lifting:
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Two preimages aˆi, bˆi of ai differ by an element in the divided power ideal ker f
], say
aˆi = bˆi + α. Then
piaˆp
n−i
i = p
iaˆp
n−i
i + p
i
∑
i>0
(
pn−i
i
)
αibˆ
(pn−i−i)
i .
Since α has divided powers we can write pi
(
pn−i
i
)
αi = pi
(
pn−i
i
)
i!γi(α). This equals 0
because the p-valuation of the coefficient is i+ n− i− vp(i) + vp(i!) ≥ n and Γ(T,OT ) is
annihilated by pn (see A.3.4).
Since the image of I under this map is contained in pOcrisn we can extend the map to
morphism
WDPn → Ocrisn .
Syntomic sheafification gives the desired map
W˜DPn → Ocrisn .
Fontaine and Messing claim that this is an isomorphism, see [FM] 1.4.
There is a Frobenius ϕ on Ocrisn which is compatible with the canonical projections
v : Ocrisn → Ocrisn−1.
It is induced by Frobenius on Wn :
F : Wn → Wn
(a0, . . . , an−1) 7→ (ap0, . . . , apn−1)
It is clear that F extends to the divided power envelope.
Lemma 4.1.3. (Computation of Ocrisn (Speck)) Let k be a perfect field of positive charac-
teristic p. Then one has:
Ocrisn (Spec(k)) ∼= WDPn (k) ∼= Wn(k)
whith notation from above.
Proof. By definition, WDPn (k) is the divided power envelope of Wn(k) along the ideal
{(a0, . . . , an−1)|apn0 = 0}, compatible with the canonical ones on pWn(k). By definition
and since k is perfect (and reduced),
pWn = {p(b0, . . . , bn−1)|bi ∈ k}
= {(0, bp0, . . . , bpn−2)|bi ∈ k}
= {(a0, . . . , an−1)|ai ∈ k, a0 = 0}
= {(a0, . . . , an−1)|ai ∈ k, apn0 = 0}
So the ideals coincide and forming the divided power envelope is trivial, which shows the
second isomorphism. The first is in [FM]1.4 (Again because k is perfect).
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Definition 4.1.4. Let O be the structural sheaf, i.e. O(Y ) = Γ(Y,OY ) for Y → X.
Lemma/Definition 4.1.5. (due to Fontaine)
(i) There is an epimorphism of p-sheaves (topology consisting of p.-th roots)
Ocrisn → O
given in terms of Witt-vectors by (a0, . . . , an−1) 7→ apn0 (cf. [FM] II.2.1). The morphism
is surjective for any topology finer than topology of p.-th roots.
(ii) The kernel of the map Ocris1 → O, denoted J [1]1 , is a PD-ideal. Its r.-th divided powers
are denoted by J [r]1 .
Proof. (i) The morphism Wn → O with (a0, . . . , an−1) 7→ apn0 maps I 7→ 0, so forming
DP -envelope and taking the associated syntomic sheaf we get
Wn WDPn Ocrisn
O
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
  





// //
Hence, to show surjectivity it is enough to show that for any section a ∈ O(SpecA), with
a k-algebra A, there exists a p-covering f : A → B, such that the restriction a|B = f(a)
has a preimage in Wn(B).
This is obvious: Take B = A[t]/(tp
n − a), then (t, 0, . . . , 0) is the desired preimage.
(ii) The kernel of Wn → O is the ideal used un the divided power envelope.
Lemma 4.1.6. In characteristic p, ie. if n = 1, there is a monomorphism
ρ : O ↪→ Ocris1
(due to Fontaine).
Proof. Let U be over X and let x ∈ O(U). Then there exists a p-covering {V → U} such
that x|V posesses a preimage y ∈ Ocris1 (V ) by the previous lemma. Let I be the kernel of
Ocris1 → O. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows and columns, given by
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sheaf-condition of I, Ocris1 respectively O,
0 0 0
I(U) Ocris1 (U) O(U)
I(V ) Ocris1 (V ) O(V )
I(V ×U V ) Ocris1 (V ×U V ) O(V ×U V )
OO OO OO
OO OO OO
OO OO OO
// //
// //
// //
The element y is mapped to 0 in O(V ×U V ), so y′ := (image of y in Ocris1 (V ×U V )) lies
in I(V ×U V ). Since I is a PD-ideal y′p = p!γp(y′) = 0, so yp ∈ Ocris1 (U). We let ρ(x) = yp.
Two preimages of x|V differ by an element d ∈ I(V ), for which we have again dp = 0,
showing that the definition is independent of this choice.
Let V ′ be another covering. Then both V and V ′ refine the covering V
∐
V ′ so we can
without loss of generality assume that V ′ → V . In this case it is clear that ρ does not
depend on the choice of the covering: If y is a preimage of x|V , then y|V ′ is a preimage of
x|V ′ .
Injectivity is proven in [FJ] Proposition 3.3.2 on p.13: One can show injectivity over
p-good algebras (for a definition see 4.3), and this suffices.
Lemma 4.1.7. (i) The composition
O ↪→ Ocris1  O
equals Frobenius on O.
(ii) The composition
Ocris1  O ↪→ Ocris1
equals Frobenius ϕ on Ocris1 .
Proof. (i) Let x ∈ O(U) and ρ(x) = yp be the image of x in Ocris1 like in the proof of the
previous proposition. The image of yp in O(V ) equals x|pV and since the restriction map
O(U)→ O(V ) is injective, the image of ρ(x) = yp in O(U) is xp.
(ii) Let z ∈ Ocris1 (U), and let x be the image of z in O(U). In the construction of ρ we can
choose V = U and ρ(z) is defined as p.-th power of a preimage of x, hence ρ(z) = zp.
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Lemma 4.1.8. The sequence
0→ kerϕ→ Ocris1 → O → 0
is exact. In other words J [1]1 is isomorphic to the kernel of Frobenius on Ocris1 .
Proof. This follows immediately from the factorization of ϕ in 4.1.7(ii).
Remark 4.1.9. (i) We recall [FM] that for natural numbers m and n there is an exact
sequence of τ -sheaves
0→ Ocrisn pi→ Ocrisn+m ν→ Ocrism → 0
with the canonical projection ν defined as divided power envelope and sheafification of
Wn+m → Wm
(a0, . . . , an+m−1) 7→ (apn0 , . . . , ap
n
m−1)
The map pi is defined by the diagram
Ocrisn Ocrisn+m
Ocrisn+m
pi //
WW/////////
WW
pm
GG
which means locally pix = pmxˆ for any lift xˆ of x in Ocrisn+m. Sometimes we will denote pi
by
pim : Ocrisn → Ocrism+n
to avoid any confusion. We note that the images of pm and pi coincide: We can identify
Ocrisn with the image of pm-multiplication in Ocrisn+m.
(ii)This sequence identifies Ocrisn to the kernel of pn-multiplication in Ocrism+n also: Multi-
plication by pn factors
Ocrism+n ν→ Ocrism pi
n→ Ocrism+n
with pin the monomorphism of the sequence with m and n switched. So for a local section
x we have pnx = 0⇒ νx = 0⇒ x ∈ impim = impm locally ⇒ pnx = 0.
(iii) We can identity Ocrisn with the cokernel of pn-multiplicationin Ocrisn+m, by switching m
and n above: imp˜i = impn, which means Ocrisn ∼= cokerpi = cokerpn. Together we have the
exact sequence
0→ Ocrisn pi→ Ocrisn+m p
n→ Ocrisn+m v→ Ocrisn → 0
(iv) The maps pi and ν commute with Frobenius ϕ as one easily checks.
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Remark 4.1.10. For calculations the following fact is very useful:
We can ”divide by p” in Ocrisn in the following sense: Let x, y ∈ Ocrisn
px = py ⇒ x = y in Ocrisn−1.
Indeed, with ν : Ocrisn → Ocrisn−1, it holds pi(νx) = px = py = pi(νy). The injectivity of pi
implies νx = νy.
Notation 4.1.11. (i) For an integer z let z = max(z, 0). Then it is z+z′ ≤ z + z′ ≤ z+z′.
(ii) For integers z, z′ let (z, z′) = z + z′ − z + z′. One verifies easily that
(z, z′) =
{
min(|z|, |z′|) if z and z′ have different signs
0 else.
In particular (z, z′) = (−z,−z′).
Remark 4.1.12. Let r ∈ N and let s be such that r + s ≥ 0. The morphism Ocrisr → Ocrisr+s
denotes pi or ν if s ≥ 0 resp. s ≤ 0. It is defined in both cases by the diagram
Ocrisr Ocrisr+s
Ocrisr+s Ocrisr+s
//
OOOO
ps //
OOOO
as one easily checks.
The next two lemmas deal with interaction of pi and ν.
Lemma 4.1.13. Let r ∈ N, and s, t such that r+ s, r+ t, r+ s+ t ≥ 0. The composition
Ocrisr → Ocrisr+s → Ocrisr+s+t
equals the morphism Ocrisr → Ocrisr+s+t followed by multiplication with p(s,t).
Proof. This follows completely from the commutative diagram, where all ”vertical” mor-
phisms are the canonical epimorphisms
Ocrisr Ocrisr+s Ocrisr+s+t
Ocrisr+s Ocrisr+s Ocrisr+s+t Ocrisr+s+t
Ocrisr+s+t Ocrisr+s+t Ocrisr+s+t
Ocrisr+s+t Ocrisr+s+t
// //
ps // p
t
//
ps // p
t
//
p(s,t)ps+t=pspt //
WWWW/////////
GG GG
WWWW/////////
GG GG
OOOO WWWW/////////
GG GG
OOOO





 /
//
//
//
//
OOOO OOOO
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Lemma 4.1.14. Let s ≥ 0.
(i) The composition
Ocrisr → Ocrisr+s → Ocrisr
equals multiplication with ps.
(ii) The composition
Ocrisr+s → Ocrisr → Ocrisr+s
equals multiplication with ps.
(iii) Let r ∈ N, and s, t such that r + s, r + t, r + s+ t ≥ 0. The diagram
Ocrisr Ocrisr+s
Ocrisr+t Ocrisr+s+t
//

//

commutes.
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous lemma. It can also easily be shown by
using the definitions.
4.2 The fundamental gauges Gn
We will construct a sheaf of gauges on the big τ -site for some p-crystalline class τ . This
construction is due to Fontaine and Jannsen, we prove the technical statements. So let τ
be a p-crystalline class.
Let m,n ∈ Z. We will use exact sequences
(∗) 0→ Ocrisn pi→ Ocrisn+m ν→ Ocrism → 0
Definition 4.2.1. Let Gˆrm be the kernel of
Ocrism ϕ→ Ocrism → Ocrisr
for r ∈ Z and m ∈ N with r ≤ m. The sequence (∗) implies that a section x ∈ Ocrism is in
Gˆrm if and only if locally ϕx = p
ry for y ∈ Ocrism .
Let Gn = ⊕Grn be the sheaf of graded abelian groups with
Grn = Gˆ
r
m/p
nGˆrm
for m ≥ max(n, n+ r).
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Remark 4.2.2. For r ≤ 0 it is by definition Ocrisr = 0 and hence Gˆrm = Ocrism . It follows
Grn
∼= Ocrisn
for r ≤ 0.
Lemma 4.2.3. The definition is independent of m: Fix m ≥ max(n, n+ r) and let
Krn = Gˆ
r
m+1/p
nGˆrm+1
and
Hrn = Gˆ
r
m/p
nGˆrm.
Then Krn
∼= Hrn.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows and columns (coming from
snake lemma applied to the right two exact columns)
0 0 0
0 Gˆrm Ocrism Ocrisr
0 Gˆrm+1 Ocrism+1 Ocrisr
0 Ocris1 Ocris1 0
0 0 0
// // //
// // νϕ //
// // νϕ //

pi




pi







Considering cokernels of pn-multiplication of the first column we get an exact sequence
Ocris1 pi→ Krn → Hrn → 0.
The map pi is zero: Consider the diagram (the defining diagram of pi)
Ocrism+1 Gˆrm+1 Ocrism+1
Ocris1 Gˆrm+1
pm−n // p
n
//
OOOO
pi //
 _

pn
??
which is commutative by the next lemma (with s = 1).
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Lemma 4.2.4. Let m ≥ n+ r and s ≥ 0. The map pm : Ocrism+s → Ocrism+s factors in
Ocrism+s p
m−n→ Gˆrm+s p
n→ Gˆrm+s ↪→ Ocrism+s
Proof. Obviously pm−nOcrism+s is mapped to 0 in Ocrisr since m− n ≥ r.
Lemma 4.2.5. The graded module Gn is a graded ring with multiplication defined by the
following commutative diagram:
Ocrism ×Ocrism Ocrism
Gˆrm × Gˆsm Gˆr+sm
Grn ×Gsn Gr+sn//
//
mult //
OO OO
 
for m ≥ max(n+ r + s) .
Proof. Firstly we have to show that multiplication on Ocrism restricts to Gˆ. Let x ∈ Gˆrm
and x′ ∈ Gˆsm so that locally ϕx = pry and ϕx′ = psy′ for y, y′ ∈ Ocrisr . Then it is
ϕ(xx′) = pr+syy′ which means xx′ ∈ Gˆr+sm ⊆ Gˆr+sm ⊆ Gˆr+sm .
It is clear that multiplication is well defined after dividing out the image of pn-multiplication.
Definition 4.2.6. There are two distinguished global sections of Gn:
(i) Let f be p ∈ G1n (Note that p ∈ Gˆ1m for all m).
(ii) Let v be 1 ∈ G−1n = Ocrisn .
Remark 4.2.7. (i) Multiplication by f is given via
Gˆrm
·p−→ Gˆr+1m
(multiplication by p). Indeed, if ϕx = pry, then ϕpx = pr+1y.
(ii) Multiplication by v is given via the canonical inclusions
Gˆrm → Gˆr−1m .
(iii) By the above remarks Gn is a graded Ocrisn [f, v]/(fv − p)-module.
Remark 4.2.8. Let k be a perfect field. We compute Gn(k). It is
Ocrisn (Speck) ∼= WDPn (k) ∼= Wn(k),
(See 4.1.3). In particular ϕ(Speck) is an isomorphism. So
Gˆrm(Speck) = ker(νϕ) = ker(ϕν) = ker ν = impi
∼= Wm−r(k)
It follows that
Grn(Speck)
∼= Wn(k)
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for all r ∈ Z.
Explicitely ψ : Wn(k)→ Grn(Speck) is given by
Wn(k)
pr
 Wm−r(k) pi→ Gˆrm(Speck)→ Grn(Speck)
with the canonical projection pr.
(pr : Wm → Wn is the map we use to identifyWn withWm/pnWm. It maps (a0, . . . , am−1)
to (a0, . . . , an−1). This map should not be confused with ν : Wm → Wn; (a0, . . . , an) 7→
(ap
m−n
0 , . . . , a
pm−n
n−1 ). One Obviously has ν = F
m−npr. Using pr guarantees that the iso-
morphism is independent of the auxiliary index m).
By definition of pi we can also write
Wn(k)
pr
 Wm−r
ν Wm(k)
pr→ Gˆrm(Speck)→ Grn(Speck).
So the isomorphism maps a = (a0, . . . , an−1) to pr( p
r√a0, . . . , pr√an−1, 0, . . . , 0) inGrn(Speck)
Gˆrm(Speck) ⊆ Wm(k).
The map
ψ :
⊕
Wn
∼−→ Gn
is an isomorphism of Wn-modules. We now examine the ring-structure on
⊕
Wn induced
by ψ. Denote this multiplication by ∗.
Let a ∈ Wn(k) ∼= Grn and b ∈ Wn(k) ∼= Gsn and choose m large enough. Then a, b
correspond to ψ(a) = praˆ, ψ(b) = psbˆ for liftings aˆ, bˆ under pr ◦ v and
ψ(a)ψ(b) = pr+saˆbˆ = p(r,s)pr+saˆbˆ = p(r,s)ψ(ab) = ψ(p(r,s)ab)
It follows that ar ∗ bs = p(r,s)ab which shows that
Wn(k)[f, v]/(fv − p) ∼−→ Gn(k)
with f 7→ 1 in degree 1 and v 7→ 1 in degree −1 is an isomorphism ofWn-algebras. Indeed
it is obviously
Wn[f, v]/(fv − p) ∼−→
⊕
Wn
with f 7→ 1 in degree 1 and v 7→ 1 in degree −1 an isomorphism of Wn-modules. The
preimage of ar (resp. bs) is arf
rv−r (resp. bsf sv−s), and it holds
arf
rv−rbsf sv−s = arbsf r+sv−r+−s
= arbsf
r+sv−r−sf (r,s)v(−r,−s)
= arbsf
r+sv−r−sp(r,s)
which is the preimage of ar ∗ bs. This shows compatibility with multiplication.
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Proposition 4.2.9. (Strictness and rigidity) Let n ∈ N.
(i) The map
(f∞r , v
∞
r ) : G
r
n −→ G∞n ⊕G−∞n
is a monomorphism for all r.
(ii) The sequences
Gn
fn−→ Gn v
n−→ Gn
and
Gn
vn−→ Gn f
n−→ Gn
are exact.
Proof. Always choose m large enough.
(i) Let x ∈ Gˆrm, such that vsx = 0 and f sx = 0, where without loss of generality s ≥ n.
This implies that
x = pny
locally and that psx = pnz where ϕz = pr+st locally. It follows that
pnz = psx = pn+sy
and hence
pn+sϕ(y) = pn+s+rt
locally. So in Ocrism−n−s it holds ϕ(y) = prt, i.e. x = 0 ∈ Grn.
(ii) It is clear that the sequences are complexes since all modules are annihilated by pn
and fnvn = vnfn = pn.
So let x ∈ Gˆrm, such that vnx = 0 in Gr+nn . This means that x = pny with ϕ(y) = pr−nz
locally. This is equivalent to saying that x is the image of y under fn.
Now let x ∈ Gˆrm with fnx = 0. It follows that pnx = pny with y ∈ Gˆr+nm , i.e. ϕy = pr+nz
for a z. This implies x = y in Gˆrm−n, so x is the image of y under v
n.
Corollary 4.2.10. G1 is rigid.
Proof. Clear.
Definition 4.2.11. (Due to Fontaine) There is a (non-graded) surjective ringhomomor-
phism (see 4.2.14)
ϕ : Gn → Ocrisn
constructed as follows:
Let m ≥ n+ r and r ∈ Z. The composition Gˆrm ϕ→ Ocrism ν→ Ocrisr is 0 by definition, so the
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commutative diagram
Gˆrm Ocrism−r Ocrisn
Ocrism
Ocrisr
// //
ϕ
?
??
??
??
??
??
0
/
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
pir


gives a map Gˆrm → Ocrism−r → Ocrisn . Let ϕr be defined by this map followed by multiplica-
tion with p−r:
ϕr : Gˆ
r
m → Ocrism−r → Ocrisn p
−r
→ Ocrisn
Remark 4.2.12. Let r ∈ Z. For x ∈ Gˆrm, so that ϕx = pry with y ∈ Ocrism , it holds
ϕr(x) = p
−r(image of y in Ocrisn )
since pry = pi(y′), where y′ is the image of y in Ocrism−r and by definition ϕr(x) =
p−r(image of y′ in Ocrisn ).
Lemma 4.2.13. ϕ is well-defined.
Proof. Let r ≥ 0. For r < 0 the lemma is clear.
1) Let x ∈ Grn be the image of y1, y2 ∈ Gˆrm, i.e. y1 = y2 + png with g ∈ Gˆrm. Let
ϕ(y2) = p
ry′2. We get
ϕ(y1) = ϕ(y2 + p
ng)
= ϕ(y2) + p
nϕg
= pry′2 + p
rpng′
for some element g′ ∈ Ocrism . But in Ocrisn it holds y′2 = y′2+ png′, so ϕr(x) does not depend
on the choices of y1, y2.
2) Let x ∈ Grn be the image of y ∈ Gˆrl and z ∈ Gˆrm, where we can assume l ≥ r.
Furthermore we can assume that Gˆrl → Gˆrm maps y 7→ z by 1). The commutative (see
4.1.14) diagram
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Gˆrl Ocrisl−r Ocrisn
Ocrisl
Gˆrm Ocrism−r Ocrisn
Ocrism
// //
ϕ
?
??
??
??
??
??
pi

// //
ϕ
?
??
??
??
??
??
pi


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implies the lemma.
Lemma 4.2.14. The map ϕ from above is a ringhomomorphism.
Proof. Let x ∈ Gˆrm, y ∈ Gˆsm, so that locally there exist x′, y′ ∈ Ocrism with ϕx = prx′ and
ϕy = psy′. So
ϕr(x)ϕs(y) = p
−rx′p−sy′
= p−r−sp(−r,−s)x′y′
= p−(r+s)p(r,s)x′y′
= ϕr+s(xy)
since ϕ(xy) = pr+sx′y′ = pr+s(p(r,s)x′y′).
Remark 4.2.15. (i) This map may be seen as ”ϕ followed by division by pr” (an inverse
of pi). Indeed it is by definition
Gˆrm = {x ∈ Ocrism |ϕ(x) = pir(y) for a (unique) y ∈ Ocrism−r}
and pir(y) = pryˆ for a lifting yˆ of y in Ocrism . Thus for an element in Grn represented by
x ∈ Gˆrm one has
ϕr(x) = pi
−1(ϕ(x))
(ii) For a perfect field k and n = 1 this reads as
ϕ : k[f, v]/(fv)→ k
which is the absolute frobenius on k and maps f to 1 and v to 0. We can write ϕ as
composition
ϕ : k[f, v]/(fv)
ϕ−→ k[f, v]/(fv, f − 1) ∼−→ k
Lemma/Definition 4.2.16. (i) The map ϕ is compatible with f -multiplication, i.e. for
g ∈ Gn it holds:
ϕ(fg) = ϕ(g)
(ii) The image of ϕr : G
r
n → Ocrisn is denoted by FrOcrisn . These images define an ascending
filtration on Ocrisn .
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Proof. (i) is clear since ϕ is multiplicative and ϕ(f) = 1.
(ii) By the first part ϕr factors over ϕr+1, so the image of ϕr is contained in the image of
ϕr+1.
We now restrict attention to the case mod p, i.e. in the following we assume n = 1.
Lemma 4.2.17. (i) The kernel of ϕr equals kerϕ (With ϕ coming from ϕ on Ocrisr+1 if we
identify Gr1 as quotient of Gˆ
r
r+1 ⊆ Ocrisr+1). This is also equal to the kernel of f : Gr1 → Gr+11 .
(ii) There is an exact sequence
0→ kerϕ→ Gˆrr+1 ϕr→ FrOcris1 → 0
Proof. (i) The kernel of ϕ on Ocrisr+1 is contained in Gˆrr+1. Let x ∈ Gˆrr+1, which means by
definition ϕx = pry = pi(y), and y ∈ Ocris1 is ϕr(x). Since pi is a monomorphism, ϕr(x) =
y = 0 ⇔ ϕ(x) = 0. For the second part of (i) let x ∈ Gr1 be represented by x ∈ Gˆrr+2.
Then ϕr(x) = 0 ⇔ ϕ(x) = 0 ∈ Ocrisr+1 ⇔ x ∈ Gˆr+1r+2. This is equivalent to px = 0 ∈ Gr+11 :
In general it holds for g ∈ Gˆrm and m ≥ n + r, that png = 0 ∈ Grn ⇔ g ∈ Gˆrm. If
png = pny with y ∈ Gˆrm, it follows that x = y in Ocrism−n, and since m− n ≥ r, we get that
ϕ(g) = ϕ(y) = 0 ∈ Ocrisr , i.e. g ∈ Gˆrm.
(ii) clear.
Proposition 4.2.18. (Cartier isomorphism) There is an exact sequence
0→ J [r+1]1 → J [r]1 → FrOcris1 /Fr−1Ocris1 → 0
Proof. By Fontaine, see [FJ] 3.3.4. on p.14.
The following two sequences are claimed to be exact by Fontaine. We give the proof here:
Lemma 4.2.19. There is an exact sequence
0→ FrOcris1 → Gr+11 v→ Gr1 ϕr→ FrOcris1 → 0.
Proof. There is an exact sequence:
0→ Gˆr+1r+2 → Gˆrr+2 ϕr→ FrOcris1 → 0
To see exactness in the middle, let x ∈ Gˆrr+2, so that ϕ(x) = pryˆ = pi(y) for some yˆ, y,
with pi : Ocris2 → Ocrisr+2. The image of x under ϕr is by 4.2.12 the image of y in Ocris1 . This
image is 0 if and only if y = py′ for some y′, and this happens if and only if yˆ = py˜ for
some y˜. At last yˆ is divisible by p if and only if ϕ(x) = pr+1y˜ ⇔ x ∈ Gˆr+1r+2.
We apply the snake-lemma to p-multiplication of this sequence and get the exact sequence
(Gˆrr+2)p → FrOcris1 → Gr+11 → Gr1 → FrOcris1 → 0.
The first map is 0:
Let x ∈ Gˆrr+2 with px = 0, which implies x = pir+1y for some y. So we can write
ϕ(x) = pirpi1ϕ(y). By definition ϕr(x) is the image of pi
1ϕ(y) in Ocris1 , which is 0.
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Remark 4.2.20. To prove the next lemma we need to know exactly how FrOcris1 is identified
with ker vr+1. Let r ≥ 0:
We have the commutative diagram:
FrOcris1 //___

0 // Gˆr+1r+2
//
p

Gˆrr+2
ϕr //
p

FrOcris1 //
p=0

0
0 // Gˆr+1r+2
//

Gˆrr+2
ϕr //

FrOcris1 //

0
//___ Gr+11
vr+1 // Gr1 // FrOcris1 // 0.
Let x ∈ ker vr+1 ⊆ Gr+11 be given by x ∈ Gˆr+1r+2. Let x = py with y ∈ Gˆrr+2, so that there
is a z with ϕy = prz. The image of x in FrOcris1 is by defintion ϕr(y) = z.
But ϕx = ϕ(py) = pr+1z, so the definition of ϕr+1 yields ϕr+1(x) = z, i.e. x 7→ ϕr+1(x)
in FrOcris1 . Informally ”ϕr+1(x) = ϕxpr+1 = pϕypr+1 = ϕypr = ϕr(y)”.
Lemma 4.2.21. There is an analogous exact sequence
0→ F sOcris1 → Gs−11 f→ Gs1→F sOcris1 → 0.
Proof. Let Fs = FsOcris1 and F s = F sOcris1 . We proceed by induction.
By definition F rOcris1 = Ocris1 for r ≤ 0, so assume that the sequence is exact for all r ≤ s
and s ≥ 0. We can apply the snake lemma to multiplication by v of
0→ ker f → Gr1 → imf → 0.
This gives us the commutative diagram
0 //

Fr−1 //

Fr //____

0 // ker fr //

Gr1
f //
v

imfr //
v=0

0
0 // F r //

Gr−11
f //
ϕr−1

imfr−1 //
∼

0
//____ C // Fr−1
f
∼ // Fr−1 // 0.
First, the middle column is exact by 4.2.19. By rigitiy of G1, it follows that v|imfr = 0
and with 4.2.19 we get imfr = ker vr+1 ∼= Fr and hence exactness of the right column.
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By the preceding remark imfr−1 is identified with Fr−1 via ϕr, hence ϕrf = ϕr−1 implies
that f is an isomorphism.
It follows that C ∼= Fr/Fr−1 and ker fr ∼= F r+1 by the Cartier-isomorphism 4.2.18.
Multiplication by v and snake-lemma give also the commutative diagram
0 // Fr
∼ //
∼

Fr //

N //____

0 // imfr //
v=0

Gr+11
//
v

C //

0
0 // imfr−1 //
∼

Gr1 //

F r //

0
//____ Fr−1 // Fr // D // 0.
Again, by 4.2.19, the middle column is exact. By rigidity, v|imf = 0 and with 4.2.19,
imfr = ker vr+1 ∼= Fr. Together with the injectivity of Fr−1 → Fr we get N = 0. This
implies that D ∼= Fr/Fr−1 and hence C ∼= F r+1 by Cartier-isomorphism.
Lemma 4.2.22. Let m,n > 0. There is an exact sequence of graded modules
0→ Gn pi→ Gm+n ν→ Gm → 0.
Proof. Let pi defined as quotient of the restriction of pim : Ocrisn+r → Ocrisn+m+r to Gˆrn+r, which
has image in Gˆrm+n+r. Let ν be defined by the identity on Gˆ
r
m+n+r.
Surjectivitiy of ν is immediate.
The following considerations are locally:
To check injectivity of pi, let x ∈ Gˆrn+r such that pi(x) = pmxˆ is divideable by pm+n in
Gˆrm+n, say pi(x) = p
m+nz, where ϕz = 0 ∈ Ocrisr . This means pi(x) = pi(pnz) and the
injectivity of pi implies that x = pnz = 0 in Grn.
Let x ∈ Grn  Gˆrn+r, then the image of x in Grm is pmxˆ = 0, where xˆ is a lifting of x in
Gˆrm+n+r (First choose a lifting in Ocrism+n+r, then it is clear that it is in Gˆrm+n+r). So the
sequence is a complex.
Finally let x ∈ Gˆrm+n+r such that ν(x) = 0 ⇔ x = pmy for y ∈ Gˆrm+n+r. Obviously
x = pi(y′) where y′ is the image of y in Gˆrn+r.
4.3 p-good algebras and coverings
In this subsection we introduce a class of k-algebras, which are very useful for our consider-
ations. In sites contained in the syntomic site, with topologies finer than p-topology, there
are enough p-good-algebras. More exactly: Every syntomic k-algebra can be p-covered
with p-good algebras. The sections of Ocris1 , J [r]1 and J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 can be computed ex-
plicitely over p-good algebras.
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Definition 4.3.1. Let A be a k-algebra. We denote by Ap
−1
the k-algebra A with struc-
tural morphism k → A x 7→xp→ A.
Definition 4.3.2. (Fontaine) (i) A smooth k-algebra A is called good if it admits a system
of parameters, i.e. if there are elements t1, . . . , td ∈ A such that dt1, . . . , dtd form a A-basis
of Ω1A/k.
(ii)A k-algebra A is called p-good if there is a smooth and good k-algebra A, a regular
sequence u1, . . . , un and an isomorphism of k-algebras
A ∼= A/(up1, . . . , upn).
Lemma 4.3.3. Let A be a smooth k-algebra. Then the Frobenius-morphism
A → A;x 7→ xp
is a faithfully flat p-th root-morphism.
Proof. (Based on an idea of Fontaine) Every smooth k-algebra is Zariski-locally good, so
we can assume that A is good. Let t1, . . . , td be a system of parameters for A. By [Ty]
III.Thm 1 the elements t1, . . . , td form a p-basis of A, this means {ts11 · · · tsdd |0 ≤ si < p}
is linearly independent over k[Ap] = Ap and
A = k[Ap, t1, . . . , td] = Ap[t1, . . . , td],
where Ap denotes p-th powers of elements of A. Let
α : A[T1, . . . , Td]/(T p1 − t1, . . . , T pd − td)→ A
be given by x 7→ xp on A and Ti 7→ ti, which is obviously well-defined. Let I = {s =
(s1, . . . , sd)|0 ≤ si < p}. With t1, . . . , td being a p-basis, every x ∈ A can be written
uniquely as
x =
∑
s∈I
apst
s1
1 · · · tsdd .
Let
β(x) :=
∑
s=(s1,...,sd)
asT
s1
1 · · ·T sdd ∈ A[T1, . . . , Td]/(T p1 − t1, . . . , T pd − td).
One sees immediately that β is an inverse for α and that the following triangle commutes
A[T1, . . . , Td]/(T p1 − t1, . . . , T pd − td) A
A
__????????????????????
x 7→xp
??
α //∼ //
which completes the proof.
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Lemma 4.3.4. Let A be a syntomic k-algebra. Then there is a p-covering of A by p-good
k-algebras.
Proof. Zariski-locally A is given asA/(f1, . . . , fn) whereA is a smooth and good k-algebra
and f1, . . . , fn is a regular sequence. Let B be Ap−1 . The square
A/(f1, . . . , fn) B/(fp1 , . . . , fpn)
A B
OO
//
x 7→xp //
OO
is cartesian. So the top morphism is a faithfully flat p.-th root since A → B is, by 4.3.3.
The structural morphism of B is Frobenius on k, which is an isomorphism, followed by
the smooth structural morphism of A, so B is smooth. The sequence fp1 , . . . , fpn is regular
in B by flatness ([EGA4.1] 0.15.2.5) and the lemma follows.
We are interested in computing Cˇech-cohomoloy of J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 . We can do this only
for very special coverings, but this will suffice to give an isomorphism of cohomology of
J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 for all p-crystalline topologies τ .
Lemma 4.3.5. Let A be a p-good algebra, identified with A/(tp1, . . . , tpn) like in the defi-
nition. Let
B0 = A[Y1, . . . , Yr]/(v1, . . . , vm)
be a syntomic faithfully flat A-algebra and assume that v1, . . . , vm form a regular sequence
in A[Y1, . . . , Yr].
There is a commutative triangle
A = A/(tp1, . . . , tpn) A[Y1, . . . , Yr]/(tp1, . . . , tpn, v1, . . . , vm) = B0
B[Y1, . . . , Yr]/(up1, . . . , upn, vp1, . . . , vpm) = B
//
α
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
β
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
w
with the following properties:
(i) B is the smooth k-Algebra Ap−1.
(ii) (up1, . . . , u
p
n, v
p
1, . . . , v
p
m) is a regular sequence in B[Y1, . . . , Yr].
(iii) β is a faithfully flat p-th root-morphism.
(iv) α(ti) = ui.
In other words, there is a p-th root-refinement of A→ B0 by a p-good algebra B.
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Proof. Define B = Ap−1 and βˆ : A[Y1, . . . , Yr] → B[Y1, . . . , Yr] by x 7→ xp. By 4.3.3 the
morphism βˆ is a faithfully flat p-th root. Let ui = β(ti) = t
p
i , then by flatness of βˆ, the
sequence (up1, . . . , u
p
n, v
p
1, . . . , v
p
m) is regular ([EGA4.1] 0.15.2.5).
The commutative square
A[Y1, . . . , Yr]/(t
p
1, . . . , t
p
n, v1, . . . , vm)
B[Y1, . . . , Yr]/(up1, . . . , upn, vp1, . . . , vpm)
A[Y1, . . . , Yr]
B[Y1, . . . , Yr]
//
β
OO
βˆ
OO
//
is cartesian, so β is a faithfully flat p-th root.
Definition 4.3.6. We call a covering A → B of a p-good algebra like in the previous
lemma a p-good covering.
Lemma 4.3.7. Let A be a p-good algebra, identified with A/(tp1, . . . , tpn). Let
U = {Uj → SpecA}j∈J
be a syntomic covering. Then
U possesses a refinement in p-topology by a finite covering
V = {A→ Bi}i∈I
of the following form:
A = A/(tp1, . . . , tpn)→ Bi = Bi[X1, . . . , Xsj ]/(up1, . . . , upn, vpi,1, . . . , vpi,mi)
where Bi = Ap−1fi for an element fi ∈ A and up1, . . . , upn, vpi,1, . . . , vpi,mi is a regular sequence
in Bi[X1, . . . , Xsi ] and such that ti 7→ ui.
Furthermore, for i0, . . . , in ∈ I, the tensor product Bi0 ⊗ . . .⊗Bin is also p-good.
Proof. There is a covering of SpecA by principal open subsets SpecAfi such that U can be
refined by a covering of the form {A → Afi [X1, . . . , Xsi ]/(vi,1, . . . , vi,mi)} with a regular
sequence vi,1, . . . , vi,mi by considering the local definition of syntomic morphisms. Since
SpecA is quasi-compact and syntomic morphisms are open we can assume I finite and
applying 4.3.5 implies the lemma.
The last statement is clear, for details see the proof of 4.4.5.
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4.4 The comparison theorem for Gn
In this subsection we shall show as main result that cohomology ofGn is independent of the
choice of a p-crystalline topology. Using homological algebra and some exact sequences of
subsection 4.2, we can easily see that it suffices to show this independence for J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 .
This follows from the exactness of the Cˇech-sequence for p-good coverings, which we shall
prove with explicit computations.
Definition 4.4.1. We say that an abelian syntomic sheaf F is p-good if the natural
morphism
H(Xsyn, F )→ H(Xτ , F )
is an isomorphism for all p-crystalline topologies τ which are coarser than syntomic topol-
ogy.
Remark 4.4.2. (i) If in an exact sequence (starting and ending with 0) all terms except
one are known to be p-good, then the remaining one also has to be p-good.
(ii) In section 3 we have shown that Ocrisn is p-good.
(iii) Sheaves arising from coherent modules on Xzar are p-good, see e.g. [M]III.3.7. (We
say that a sheaf F comes from the coherent module M if F (Y
f→ X) = f ∗M(Y ) =
(OY ⊗f−1OX f−1M)(Y )). In particular the structural sheaf O is p-good.
Lemma 4.4.3. If we assume J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 to be p-good, then Gr1 is p-good.
Proof. (1) The sheaves O and Ocrisn are p-good as noted above. The exact sequence
0→ J [1]1 → Ocris1 → O → 0
implies that J [1]1 is p-good.
(2) The image of ϕ : Ocris1 → Ocris1 is O by 4.1.7. The definition of Gˆ1m
0→ Gˆ1m → Ocrism ϕv→ imϕ→ 0
implies that Gˆ1m is p-good. Consider the monomorphism of exact sequences
0 Gˆ1m Ocrism Ocris1
0 K Ocrisn (Ocris1 )pn
// // ϕv //
// // γ //

pi
 
where the first row is pn-torsion of the second one. With m ≥ 1 + n we have ϕvpi = 0 so
the injectivity of the vertical morphisms implies that γ = 0. Hence K ∼= Ocrisn is p-good.
The exact sequence
0→ K → Gˆ1m p
n→ Gˆ1m → G1n → 0
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shows that G1n is p-good.
(3) The Cartier-isomorphism 4.2.18
0→ J [r+1]1 → J [r]1 → FrOcris1 /Fr−1Ocris1 → 0
together with the assumption implies that FrOcris1 /Fr−1Ocris1 is p-good. By induction over
r it follows that FrOcris1 is p-good: F0Ocris1 is the image of ϕ0 : G01 → Ocris1 , but ϕ0 is the
same as ϕ : Ocris1 → Ocris1 .
(4) The exactness (4.2.19) of
0→ FrOcris1 → Gr+11 v→ Gr1 → FrOcris1 → 0
implies with an induction over r that Gr1 is p-good.
The rest of the subsection is devoted to showing that J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 is p-good, with help of
p-good coverings.
Lemma 4.4.4. Let A be a p-good algebra, identified with A/(up1, . . . , upd) like in the defi-
nition. Then J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 is a free A-module with basis {γm1(u1) · · · γmd(ud)|
∑
mi = r}.
Proof. By Fontaine, see [FJ] Prop. 3.3.1. on p.11.
Proposition 4.4.5. Let
{A = A/(tp1, . . . , tpn)→ Bi = Bi[X1, . . . , Xsi ]/(up1, . . . , upn, vpi,1, . . . , vpi,mi)}i∈I
be a covering like in 4.3.7. Then the Cˇech-Complex
0→ J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 (A)→
∏
J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 (Bi)→
∏
J
[r]
1 /J [r+1]1 (Bi ⊗A Bj)→ . . .
is exact.
Proof. Let η = (i0, . . . , il) ∈ I l+1 and Bη = Bi0 ⊗A . . .⊗A Bil . Let Bη = Bi0 ⊗A . . .⊗A Bil
and S = Sη = si0 + . . .+ sil and M =Mη = n+mi0 + . . .+mil . Let ι∗ : Bi∗ → Bη be the
canonical inclusions. Define
Y1 = ι0(X1)
...
Ysi0 = ι0(Xsi0 )
Ysi0+1 = ι1(X1)
...
Ysi0+si1 = ι1(Xsi1 )
...
YSη = ιl(Xsil )
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and define
w1 = t1
...
wn = tn
wn+1 = ι0(vi0,1)
...
wn+mi0 = ι0(vi0,mi0 )
wn+mi0+1 = ι1(vi1,1)
...
wn+mi0+mi0 = ι1(vi1,mi1 )
...
wMη = ιl(vil,mil )
Then we have
Bη ∼= Bη[Y1, . . . , YSη ]/(wp1, . . . , wpMη)
By the lemma above
J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 (Bη) ∼=
⊕
P
mj=r
Bηγm1(w1) · · · γmM (wM)
The key observation is now that this module is isomorphic to the r-th graded piece of
Bi0 [Z1, . . . , Zn+mi0 ]⊗A[Z1,...,Zn] · · · ⊗A[Z1,...,Zn] Bil [Z1, . . . , Zn+mil ]
which is seen easily by counting the bases:
It holdsBi0 [Z1, . . . , Zn+mi0 ]⊗A[Z1,...,Zn]· · ·⊗A[Z1,...,Zn]Bil [Z1, . . . , Zn+mil ] ∼= Bη[W1, . . . , ZMη ],
which follows from the easy formula: R1[Z,X] ⊗R[Z] R2[Z, Y ] ∼= R1 ⊗R R2[Z,X, Y ] for
R-algebras R1 and R2. The isomorphism maps γm1(w1) · · · γmM (wM) to Wm11 · · ·WmMM .
Note that this isomorphism is compatible with the inclusions of ⊗-product, and hence
with Cˇech-complexes: Let, for simplicity of notation, θ = (ij, . . . , in, j) and consider the
inclusion of the first n factors Bη → Bθ:
The image of wi is wi for all i, so the image of γm1(w1) · · · γmM (wM) under J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 (Bη)→
J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 (Bθ) is γm1(w1) · · · γmM (wMη)γ0(wmη+1) · · · γ0(wmθ) = γm1(w1) · · · γmM (wMη).
The image of Wi under Bη[W1, . . . ,WMη ] → Bθ[W1, . . . ,WMθ ] is Wi, so Wm11 · · ·WmMM is
mapped to Wm11 · · ·WmMM under Bη[W1, . . . ,WMη ]r → Bθ[W1, . . . ,WMθ ]r.
So it is enough to show exactness of the graded complex
0→ A[Z1, . . . , Zn] →
∏
Bi[Z1, . . . , Zn+mi ]→
→
∏
Bi[Z1, . . . , Zn+mi ]⊗A[Z1,...,Zn] Bj[Z1, . . . , Zn+mj ]→ · · ·
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This complex is the Cˇech-complex of O with respect to the covering {A[Z1, . . . , Zn] →
Bi[Z1, . . . , Zn+mi ]} and by 4.4.7 it is isomorphic to the Cˇech-complex of O with respect
to the faithfully flat covering {A[Z1, . . . , Zn] → B} with B =
∏
Bi[Z1, . . . , Zn+mi ]. This
sequence is well known to be exact ([M] I.2.18).
Lemma 4.4.6. Let P be a sheaf on the site (SY N/k)syn and let τ be a p-crystalline
topology.
Assume Hˇq(U/V, P ) = 0 for all p-good V and for all coverings U in some cofinal system
(with respect to τ) for all q > 0.
Then it follows that the associated sheaf in p-topology of the presheaf U 7→ Hqτ (U, P ) is 0
for all q > 0.
Proof. The proof is based on proposition III.2.12 in [M]. Denote with Hq(P ) as usual
the presheaf U 7→ Hq(U, P ) and by Hˇq(P ) the presheaf U 7→ Hˇq(U, P ) (in both cases
cohomology for the p-crystalline topology τ).
Let Hˇq(U/V, P ) = 0 for all p-good V and for all coverings U in some cofinal system. We
show:
(1) Hq(V, P ) = 0 for p-good V and q > 0:
The assumption implies that Hˇ
q
(P ) takes 0 as value on p-good schemes. Since first
Cˇech-cohomology-group and the first cohomology group of a sheaf agree, this implies that
H1(P ) is 0 on p-good schemes. We proceed by induction. Let us assume that Hp(P ) is 0
on p-good schemes for all p with 1 ≤ p < q.
Then Hˇ
p
(Hq−p(P )) is 0 on p-good schemes:
We have q − p < q and so Hq−p(P ) is 0 on p-good schemes. This implies for V a p-good
scheme: Hˇ
p
(Hq−p(P ))(V ) = lim
−→
V
Hˇp(V/V,Hq−p(P )) = 0, because every covering V of V
can be refined by a covering V′, which consists of p-good schemes and is such that for
V1, . . . , Vn ∈ V′, also V 11 ⊗V . . .⊗V Vn is a p-good algebra (see Lemma 4.3.7).
Furthermore Hˇ
q
(H0(P )) = Hˇ
q
(P ) is 0 on p-good schemes since P is a sheaf and Hˇ
0
(Hq(P ))
is 0 on p-good schemes by [M] III.2.9.
Thus we have showed that Hˇ
m
(Hn(P )) takes 0-values on p-good schemes for allm+n = q.
Using Cˇech spectral sequence the induction is completed.
(2) Because every p-covering of a syntomic scheme possesses a p-refinement consisting of
p-good schemes, (1) implies Hˇ0p (V,H
q(P )) = 0 for syntomic k-schemes schemes V (where
Hˇ0p denotes Cˇech-cohomology with respect to p-coverings). From this, it follows that the
associated sheaf is 0.
Lemma 4.4.7. Let U = {A → Ai}i∈I be a faithfully flat covering of a k-algebra A and
let F be a sheaf on some site over k, where coverings are finer than Zariski-coverings.
Assume that I is finite. Then the Cˇech-complex of F with respect to U is equal to the
Cˇech-complex of F with respect to {A→∏Ai}.
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Proof. Using that F is a sheaf, in particular F(∏Bj) = ∏F(Bj) for a finite family of
rings (Bj), we calculate :∏
(io,...,ir)
F(Ai0 ⊗ . . .⊗ Air) = F(
∏
(io,...,ir)
Ai0 ⊗ . . .⊗ Air)
= F(
∏
Ai ⊗ . . .⊗
∏
Ai)
using that finite sums and products of modules coincide. One easily sees that the maps
in the Cˇech-complexes coincide.
We do not use the following lemma but it gives a different approach to prove the main
theorem of this subsection. The proof would get more technical, while one had to prove
4.4.5 only for a covering which consists of one p-good algebra.
Lemma 4.4.8. Let A be a p-good algebra and let {SpecAfi ⊆ SpecA} be a Zariski-covering
of SpecA with localizations of A by elements fi. Then the Cˇech-complex
(∗) 0→ J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 (A)→
∏
i
J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 (Ai)→
∏
i,j
J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 (Ai ⊗A Aj)→ . . .
is exact.
Proof. We can write A = A/(tp1, . . . , tpn) with smooth and good A and a regular sequence
ti. It follows for f ∈ A, that Af = Af/(tp1, . . . , tpn), with Af smooth and good and (ti)
regular. This implies
Afi1 ⊗A . . .⊗A Afis = Afi1 ···fis/(t
p
1, . . . , t
p
n).
We abbreviate Ai1...is = Afi1 ⊗A . . .⊗A Afis . The description for J
[r]
1 /J [r+1]1 over p-good
algebras gives
J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 (Ai1...is) =
⊕
(m1,...,mn),
P
mi=r
Ai1...is
∼= Adi1...is
where d is the cardinality of {(m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Nn|
∑
mi = r}.
It follows, that the Cˇech-complex (∗) is the same the as the Cˇech-complex of OdSpecA over
SpecA with respect to the covering {SpecAfi ⊆ SpecA}. This is well known to be exact,
see e.g. [Li] 5.2.2 Lemma 2.17.
Theorem 4.4.9. The sheaves Gr1 are p-good.
Proof. We have to show, by the reduction above (4.4.3), that P := J [r]1 /J [r+1]1 is p-good.
This follows from the previous lemmas:
Let α : Speckτ → Speckp. Then Rqα∗P is the p-sheafification of U 7→ Hq(U, P ). The
computation of Cˇech-cohomology above (4.4.5 shows that Hˇq(U/V, P ) = 0 for all p-good
V and for all coverings U like in 4.3.7, which form a cofinal system of coverings, for all
q > 0). Then lemma 4.4.6 proves the theorem.
Corollary 4.4.10. The sheaves Gn are p-good for all n.
Proof. This follows inductively with 4.2.22.
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5 ϕ-Gn-modules and crystals
5.1 Definition
The following generalizes the notion of Dn − ϕ-gauges for a larger basis and is due to
Fontaine. Let X be a scheme over Fp.
Definition 5.1.1. (ϕ-G-modules modulo pn or ϕ-Gn-modules, due to Fontaine)
Let E be a site contained in SY N(X) and let Gn be the sheaf over E defined above.
(i) A pre-ϕ-Gn-module over E is a graded Gn-Module M equipped with an additive map
ϕ :M →M/(v − 1)M
such that ϕ(λm) = ϕ(λ)ϕ(m) for λ ∈ G0n = Ocrisn . (Note that ϕ(λ) is the image of λ
under the map ϕ from 4.2.11(i).) This is the same as to give an Ocrisn -linear map
Φ : Ocrisn ϕ↖ ⊗Gn M → Ocrisn pr↖ ⊗Gn M
with the projection pr : Gn → Gn/(v−1)Gn ∼= Ocrisn , by setting Φ(λ⊗m) := Φϕ(λ⊗m) :=
λϕ(m).
(ii) A ϕ−Gn-module (or a ϕ−G-module modulo pn) is a pre-ϕ−Gn-module (M,Φ) such
that Φ is an isomorphism.
(iii) A morphism of a ϕ − Gn-module is a graded morphism α : M → N of Gn-modules
compatible with ϕ, i.e the diagram
M Ocris1 ⊗G1 M
N Ocris1 ⊗G1 N
ϕM //
id⊗α

α
 ϕN //
is commutative.
Remark 5.1.2. (i) Indeed to give ϕ is equivalent to give Φ:
Given Φ like above we let ϕφ(m) = Φ(1⊗m). One immediately sees that one recovers ϕ
from Φϕ and Φ from ϕΦ.
(ii) One immediately checks that a graded morphism of Gn-modules is compatible with
ϕ if and only if it is compatible with Φ.
Remark 5.1.3. For a perfect field k and n = 1 over k it holds:
Ocris1 ϕ↖ ⊗Gn M = kϕ↖ ⊗k[f,v]/(fv) M
= k[f, v]((fv, f − 1)ϕ↖ ⊗k[f,v]/(fv) M
= k[f, v]/(fv)ϕ↖ ⊗k[f,v]/(fv) M/(f − 1)M
= (M/(f − 1)M)(p)
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and
Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗Gn M = kpr↖ ⊗k[f,v]/(fv) M
= k[f, v]((fv, v − 1)⊗k[f,v]/(fv) M
= k[f, v]/(fv)⊗k[f,v]/(fv) M/(v − 1)M
= M/(v − 1)M,
so we have
Φ : (M/(f − 1)M)(p) →M/(v − 1)M.
It follows that the sections over k of a pre-G1 − ϕ-module (resp. of a G1 − ϕ-module)
form a D1 − ϕ-module (resp. a D1 − ϕ-gauge).
Remark 5.1.4. Let R be a graded Ring and let M,N be graded R-modules. Then there
is an isomorphism
M ⊗R N ∼=
⊕
r
(
⊕
m+n=r
Mm ⊗R0 Nn/Ur)
where Ur is the subgroup generated by elements
rm⊗ n−m⊗ rn
with r ∈ Rr′ ,m ∈Mm′ , n ∈ Nn′ and r′+m′+n′ = r. This induces a grading on M ⊗RN .
Lemma 5.1.5. There is a pair of adjoint funtors
(j∗, j∗) = j : pre- ϕ−Gn-modules over Xτ → pre- ϕ−Gn-modules over Xzar
where Xzar is the small Zariski-site of a scheme X of characteristic p with
j∗ :M 7→M restricted to Xzar
j∗ : N 7→ j−1N ⊗j−1Gn,zar Gn,τ
where j−1 is the inverse image fuctor of the morphism of topoi Xτ → Xzar (this maps
F ∈ Xzar to the associated sheaf of U 7→ lim−→
V
F (V ) where V runs over Zariski-open
neighborhoods of the image of U in X).
Proof. By Fontaine ([Fo] p.3).
Definition 5.1.6. A pre-ϕ-Gn-crystal M is a pre-ϕ − Gn-module of finite type such
that j∗j∗M → M is an isomorphism. We call M a ϕ − Gn-crystal if it is moreover a
ϕ−Gn-module (i.e. Φ is an isomorphism).
Remark 5.1.7. Obviously a pre-ϕ-Gn-crystal is determined by its restriction to the small
Zariski-site. So by remark 5.1.3 the datum of a ϕ-Gn-crystal over a perfect field k is
equivalent to give a Dn − ϕ-gauge over k.
Remark 5.1.8. Let M be a Gn,zar-module of finite type with ad : M → j∗j∗M an iso-
morphism. Then j∗ad : j∗j∗j∗M → j∗M is also an isomorphism, so N = j∗M is a
pre-ϕ-Gn-crystal.
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5.2 Connections with F -Zips II
Let X be a scheme over Fp. We will construct a functor from modified F -Zips over X to
ϕ−G1-crystals over X.
Definition 5.2.1. (i) Let D1 be the sheaf of graded algebras O[f, v]/(fv) where the
degree of f is defined to be 1 and the degree of v is −1.
(ii) Let Dcris1 = Ocris1 [f, v]/(fv) be graded again with f in degree 1 and v in degree −1.
Remark 5.2.2. The ”limit terms” of Dcris1 are isomorphic to Ocris1 , consider for example
D−∞1
dfn
= D1/(v − 1)D1
= Ocris1 [f, v]/(fv, v − 1)
= Ocris1 [f, v]/(f, v − 1)
∼= Ocris1
The limit terms of D1 are obviously isomorphic to O.
(ii) There are obvious graded ring-homomorphisms by sending f to f and v to v
D1 → Dcris1 → G1.
The first one is induced by the morphism O → Ocris1 , for the second one note that, by
definition, G01 = Ocris1 .
We wish to assign a G1 − ϕ-crystal to any modified F -zip over X. We can use a similar
construction as in the case of an F -zip over a field, which gives us a D1−ϕ-gauge. There
is an notion of rigidity for D1 − ϕ-gauges and the category of rigid (and locally free)
D1 − ϕ-gauges turns out to be equivalent to the category of modified F -zips.
Definition 5.2.3. We consider sheaves on the small Zariski-site of X.
(i) A D1-module is a graded module over D1 of finite type.
(ii) AD1−ϕ-module is aD1 moduleM with a Frobenius semi-linear map ϕ :M∞ →M−∞.
(iii) A D1 − ϕ-gauge is a D1 − ϕ module M , such that the induced O-linear map
ϕ : (M∞)(p) →M−∞ is an isomorphism.
We wish to characterize those D1 − ϕ-gauges which correspond to F -zips. In order to do
this we need the following properties of D1 − ϕ-modules:
Definition 5.2.4. (i) A D1-module M is called strict if for all r the maps
(v∞r , f
∞
r ) :M
r →M−∞ ⊕M∞
are injective.
(ii) A D1 − ϕ-module M is rigid if it is strict and if
M
f→M v→M
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M
v→M f→M
are exact.
(iii) A D1 − ϕ-module M is called locally free if all M r are locally free O-modules (nec-
essarily of finite type) and if both kernel and image of
vr :M
r →M r−1
and
fr :M
r →M r+1
are locally direct summands for all r.
Construction 5.2.5. Let M = M = (M,C•, D•, ϕ•) be a modified F -Zip over X. We
wish to assign a D1 − ϕ-gauge to M .
(1) Define the graded D1-modules
C =
⊕
r∈Z
Cr
with trivial f -multiplication and v-multiplication induced by the inclusions of the de-
scending filtration,
D =
⊕
r∈Z
Dr
with f -multiplication induced by the inclusions of the ascending filtration and with trivial
v-multiplication.
grM =
⊕
r∈Z
grDr M
with both trivial f - and v-multiplication.
By definition the morphisms
p1 : C → grM
with (cr) 7→ (ϕr ◦ pr) and
p2 : D → grM
given by the canonical projections are graded D1-module-homomorphisms.
(2) Let M˜ = C ×grM D be the fibered product of graded D1-modules with respect to the
maps pi from above. This is easily to be computed as
M˜ r = ker((ϕr ◦ pr,−pr) : Cr ⊕Dr → grDr M)
Obivously fv = 0 = vf .
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(3) We have to define ϕ : (M˜∞)(p) → M˜−∞. We compute both sides:
(M˜∞)(p) = ((C ×grM D)∞)(p)
∼= (C∞ ×grM∞ D∞)(p)
∼= (0×0 M)(p)
∼= M (p)
M˜−∞ = (C ×grM D)−∞
∼= C−∞ ×grM−∞ D−∞
∼= M (p) ×0 0
∼= M (p)
We let ϕ be defined by the identity and the canonical isomorphisms above.
(4) Let α : (M,C•, D•, ϕ•) → (M ′, C ′•, D′•, ϕ′•) be a morphism of F -zips. With α being
compatible with the filtrations and ϕ resp. ϕ′, there are induced maps α : C → C ′,
α : D → D and α : grM → grM ′, which are compatible with the maps pi resp. p′i. In
other words α gives rise to a commutative diagram of graded D1-modules
C
grM
D
C ′
grM ′
D′
??
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
??
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
//
//
//
which induces a graded D1-linear morphism
α˜ : C ×grM D → C ′ ×grM ′ D′.
It is easy to see that this map is compatible with ϕ as defined in (3).
Proposition 5.2.6. The assignment (M,α) 7→ (M˜, α˜) defines a functor
D : (modified F − zips over X) −→ (D1 − ϕ− gauges over X)
Its essential images consists of locally free rigid gauges.
Proof. It is clear that the assignment is well defined and functorial.
Furthermore M˜ is strict because the map (f∞r , v
∞
r ) : (C ×grM D)r → M (p) ⊕M sends
(c, d) to (c, d). To show rigidity consider for example:
M˜ r
f→ M˜ r+1 v→ M˜
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which is by definition isomorphic to
Cr ×grMr Dr (c,d) 7→(c,0)−→ Cr+1 ×grMr+1 Dr+1 (c,d) 7→(0,d)−→ Cr ×grMr Dr.
Obviously composition is 0. Let (c, d) ∈ Cr+1 ×grMr+1 Dr+1 mapping to 0, which means
d = 0. This implies that the image of c in grM is 0, so c comes from Cr. The surjectivity
of Dr → grM r now gives a preimage of (c, d).
Finally we have to show that M˜ is locally free:
The exact sequence
0→ M˜ r → Cr ⊕Dr → grDr M → 0
implies that M˜ r is locally free (the kernel of a epimorphism of locally free sheaves is
again locally free). Consider the commutative diagram, arising from an application of the
snake-lemma to the last two lines:
ker fr Cr grDr M0 0
M˜ r C
r ⊕Dr grDr M0 0
M˜ r+1 C
r+1 ⊕Dr+1 grDr+1M0 0
// // // //
// // (ϕrpr,−pr) // //
// // // //

fr


(0,ι)


0

(Note that Cr → grDr M is surjective). It follows that ker fr is locally free. Since C• is a
filtration whose terms are locally direct summands, locally, there exist sections
s : grrC(M
(p))→ Cr
of pr. Let U ⊆ X be open and such that s exists. Then over U the diagram
Cr grDr M
Cr ⊕Dr grDr M
(id,−s(ϕr)−1pr)
OO
//
//
=
OO
is commutative:
ϕrpr(c− s(ϕr)−1prd) = ϕrprc− prd
for (c, d) ∈ Cr ⊕Dr. So (id,−sϕ−1r pr) induces a splitting of the monomorphism ker fr →
M˜ r which shows that it is locally a direct summand.
A similar argument can be applied to imfr, but with precisely the same argument we can
show that ker vr is locally a direct summand. But now rigidity gives us, that imfr and
imvr are locally direct summands.
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Proposition 5.2.7. There is a functor
G : ( locally free rigid D1 − ϕ− gauges over X) −→ (modified F − zips over X)
given as follows:
To a locally free rigid D1−ϕ-module N we assign a modified F -zip G(N) = (G(N), C•, D•, ϕ•)
by
G(N) := N∞
Cr := im((ϕ)−1 ◦ v∞r ) ⊆ (N∞)(p)
Dr := imf
∞
r ⊆ N∞.
Let ϕr be given by the diagram with exact lines:
N r−1 ⊕N r+1
N r−1 ⊕N r+1 N r
N r
grDr GN
grrC(GN
(p)) 0
0
// pr◦(ϕ)
−1◦v∞r // //
// prf
∞
r // //
=

=

ϕr




Proof. It is clear that the filtrations are locally direct summands. It follows similarily as
in the proof of 1.3.1 that (the lines are exact and) G(N) is an F -zip over X:
The lines are complexes by the relation fv = vf = 0 and by rigidity. Let (locally) n ∈ N r
with pr(ϕ)−1v∞r n = 0. So it exists n
′ with (ϕ−1)v∞r+1n
′ = (ϕ−1)v∞r n which means
v∞r+1n
′ = v∞r n
and hence
vn′ − n ∈ ker v∞r = ker vr = imfr−1.
We conclude that n ∈ imvr+1 + imfr−1. It follows analogously that the second line is
exact. We conclude that G(N) is an F -zip.
We have to show that a morphism of gauges induces indeed a morphism of F -zips: Let g
be a morphism N → N ′ (with N = (N,ϕ) and N ′ = (N ′, ϕ′)) and let g˜ be the associated
map g∞ : (N˜ , C•, D•, ϕ•)→ (N˜ ′, C ′•, D′•, ϕ′•). Then it holds
g˜(p)(Cr) = (g∞)(p)(ϕ−1v∞r (N
r)
= (ϕ′)−1g−∞v∞r (N
r)
= (ϕ′)−1v∞r g
r(N r)
⊆ C ′r
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and analogously
g˜(Dr) = g
∞(f∞r (N
r)
= f∞r g
r(N r)
⊆ D′r
Thus g˜ respects both filtrations. Furthermore we have the commutative diagram with
exact lines:
N r−1 ⊕N r+1
N r−1 ⊕N r+1 N r
N r
grDr GN
grrC(GN
(p)) 0
0
(N ′)r−1 ⊕ (N ′)r+1
(N ′)r−1 ⊕ (N ′)r+1 (N ′)r
(N ′)r
grD
′
r GN
′
grrC′(GN
′(p)) 0
0
// // //
// // //
 
ϕr

// // //
// // //
 
ϕ′r


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which shows us that g˜ is compatible with ϕr and ϕ
′
r.
Proposition 5.2.8. The functor D induces an equivalence of categories
D : (modified F − zips over X) −→ ( locally free rigid D1 − ϕ− gauges over X)
A quasi-inverse is given by G.
Proof. Let M = (M,C•, D•, ϕ•) be a modified F -zip and let M ′ = (M ′, C ′•, D′•, ϕ
′
•) =
G(M˜). We write M˜ = (M˜, ϕ).
1) By definition M ′ = M˜∞ = (C ×grM D)∞ ∼= D∞ =M .
2) The filtration step C ′r is by definition the image of
Cr ×grrM Dr = M˜ r
ϕ−1v∞r−→ (M˜∞)(p) ∼= M (p).
This map is given by (c, d) 7→ c by definition of ϕ (In the image of ·˜ the isomorphism
ϕ ”is” the identity). But with the morphism Dr → grrM being surjective, the image
im(pr1 : C
r ×grrM Dr → M˜ (p)) = C ′r is equal to Cr.
3) Analogously we see D′r ∼= Dr.
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4) Let us check that ϕ′r = ϕr. The diagram with exact lines
M˜ r
M˜ r
grD
′
r M
′
grrC′(M
′(p)) 0
0
pr◦(ϕ)−1◦v∞r // //
prf∞r // //
=

ϕr

commutes, if we identify M with M ′ by the canonical isomorphism from above: For
m = (c, d) ∈ M˜ r = Cr ×grrM Dr we have
ϕrprϕ
−1v∞r (c, d) = ϕrc
and
prf∞r (c, d) = d.
Since (c, d) ∈ Cr ×grrM Dr, it follows that ϕrc = d in grrM = grD
′
r M
′ and hence commu-
tativity. Surjectivity and the definition of ϕ′r implies that ϕ
′
r = ϕr.
Now let N = (N,ϕ) be a locally free rigid D1−ϕ-gauge. We writeM = (M,C•, D•, ϕ•) =
G(N) and N ′ = (N ′, ϕ′) = ˜G(N).
1) The map
(ϕ−1v∞r , f
∞
r ) : N
r → N ′r = Cr ×grN Dr = im(ϕ−1v∞r )×grrM im(f∞r )
is well defined by the definition of ϕr: Recall that the morphisms in the fibered product
Cr → grrM ← Dr are given by c 7→ ϕrc; d ←[ d and ϕr maps an element x to f∞r y
where y is such that ϕ−1v∞r y = x. It is injective by rigidity and surjective, since for
(x, z) ∈ im(ϕ−1v∞r ) ×grrM im(f∞r ) there is again by definition of ϕr a y ∈ N r such that
x = ϕ−1v∞r y and z = f
∞
r x. So N and N
′ are isomorphic O-modules.
2) Consider the commutative diagram
N r
N ′r
N r+1
N ′r+1
f //
(0,ι) //
(ϕ−1v∞r ,f∞r )





(ϕ−1v∞r+1,f
∞
r+1)

which guarantees the compatibility with f .
3)Analogously we show compatibility with v.
4) At last we have to show compatibility with ϕ. From 1) we get that the pieces of degree
∞ (resp −∞) are identified via the isomorphisms
id : (N ′∞)(p) = (0×grN N∞)(p) ∼= (N∞)(p)
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and
ϕ : (N ′−∞) = ((N∞)(p) ×grN 0) ∼= (N∞)(p) → N−∞.
So the diagram
(N ′∞)(p)
(N∞)(p)
N ′−∞
N−∞
ϕ′=id //
ϕ //
id

ϕ

commutes.
The next step is to construct a functor from D1 − ϕ-gauges to G1 − ϕ-crystals. This is
given simply be tensor product:
Construction 5.2.9. Let M be a D1 − ϕ-gauge over X.
(1) Let G(M) = G1⊗j−1D1 j−1M ∼= G1⊗j−1Gzar1 j−1(Gzar1 ⊗D1 M) ∼= j∗(Gzar1 ⊗D1 M). This
is a graded G1-module and it holds (if we suppress ”j
−1”):
j∗j∗G(M) = G1 ⊗Gzar1 j∗(G1 ⊗D1 M)
∼= G1 ⊗Gzar1 Gzar1 ⊗D1 M
∼= G(M)
(2) We have to construct an Ocris1 -linear morphism
Ocris1 ϕ↖ ⊗G1 G(M)→ Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗G1 G(M)
For the definition we consider both domain and codomain (We will suppress ”j−1”):
Ocris1 ϕ↖ ⊗G1 G(M) ∼= Ocris1 ϕ↖ ⊗G1 G1 ⊗D1 M
∼= Ocris1 ϕ↖ ⊗D1 M
∼= Dcris1 /(f − 1)Dcris1 ϕ↖ ⊗D1 M (1)
∼= Dcris1 /(f − 1)Dcris1 ⊗D1 D1ϕ↖ ⊗D1 M (2)
∼= Dcris1 ⊗D1 (M/(f − 1)M)(p)
∼= Dcris1 ⊗D1 (M∞)(p)
Isomorphism (1) holds since the diagram
D1 G1
Dcris1 Ocris1Dcris1 /(f − 1)
//
ϕ

ϕ

// ∼ //
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commutes: Both possible ways are given by O → Ocris1 ϕ→ Ocris1 and the condition f 7→ 1
and v 7→ 0.
Isomorphism (2) follows from the commutativity of
D1 D1
Dcris1 D
cris
1
ϕ //

ϕ //
Now consider the codomain
Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗G1 G(M) ∼= Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗G1 G1 ⊗D1 M
∼= Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗D1 M
∼= Dcris1 /(v − 1)Dcris1 pr↖ ⊗D1 M (3)
∼= Dcris1 ⊗D1 M/(v − 1)M
∼= Dcris1 ⊗D1 M−∞
Isomorphism (3) holds since the diagram
D1 G1
Dcris1 /(v − 1) Ocris1
//
pr
 ∼ //
commutes: Both possible ways are given byO → Ocris1 and the condition f 7→ 0 and v 7→ 1.
Define
Φ : Ocris1 ϕ↖ ⊗G1 G(M)→ Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗G1 G(M)
by requiring the diagram
Ocris1 ϕ↖ ⊗G1 G(M) Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗G1 G(M)
Dcris1 ⊗D1 (M∞)(p) Dcris1 ⊗D1 M−∞
//
∼
OO
∼

id⊗ϕ //
to be commutative. This obviously gives an Ocris1 -linear isomorphism.
Explicitely one computes for λ⊗ g ⊗m ∈ Ocris1 ϕ↖ ⊗G1 G1 ⊗D1 M
λ⊗ g ⊗m 7→ λϕ(g)⊗ 1⊗ ϕ(m) ∈ Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗G1 ⊗D1 M
where ϕ(g) denotes the image of g under G1 → Ocris1 and ϕ(m) is the preimage of m1,
where m1 is the image of m ⊗ 1 under M (p) → (M/(f − 1)M)(p) ϕ→ M/(v − 1)M (note
that ϕ(m) is not well defined per se, but it is well defined in the tensor product).
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The associated ϕ-semilinear morphism
ϕ : G(M)→ Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗G1 G(M)
maps g ⊗m 7→ ϕ(g)⊗ 1⊗ ϕ(m), with the ϕ’s defined as above.
(3) A morphism of D1 − ϕ-modules α : M → N gives a morphism of the associated G1-
modules. We must show compatibility with ϕ. This amounts to showing commutativity
of the following diagram
G1 ⊗D1 M Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗G1 G1 ⊗D1 M
G1 ⊗D1 N Ocris1 pr↖ ⊗G1 G1 ⊗D1 N
ϕG(M)//
id⊗id⊗α

id⊗α
 ϕG(N)//
Commutativity follows since because for g ⊗m ∈ G1 ⊗D1 M it holds
ϕ(g)⊗ 1⊗ ϕN(α(m)) = ϕ(g)⊗ 1⊗ α(ϕM(m)).
Proposition 5.2.10. The assignment M 7→ G1 ⊗j−1D1 j−1M defines a functor
G : (D1 − ϕ− gauges over X)→ (G1 − ϕ− crystals over X)
Proof. This is clear, since all steps of the construction above are functorial.
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A.1 Syntomic morphisms
Definition A.1.1. (i) A morphism of schemes f is called locally of complete intersection
if f factors locally as a smooth morphism after a regular immersion.
(i) A morphism of schemes is called syntomic if it is flat and locally of complete intersec-
tion.
Remark A.1.2. (i) A syntomic morphism fX → Y can locally be written as a regular
immersion in an affine n-space AnU over an open subset U of Y .
(ii) The class of morphisms of locally complete intersection is stable under base-change
only for flat morphisms, but the class of syntomic morphisms is stable in general.
Lemma A.1.3. (i) The composition of two syntomic morphisms is syntomic.
(ii) The basechange of a syntomic morphism is syntomic.
Proof. (i) A composition AnS → S ι→ T of a regular immersion after an affine n-space can
easily be written as AnS
ι′→ AnT → T , where ι′ is regular since affine n-space is flat.
(ii) See [EGA4.4] 19.3.9.
Proposition A.1.4. Syntomic morphisms satisfy the lifting property of 3.1.5.
Proof. See [Be2] Lemme 1.1.9.
A.2 F -zips
One aim of this paper is to find connections between (different notions of) gauges and
so called F -zips, invented by Ben Moonen and Torsten Wedhorn.We give the basic facts
about F -zips. The source is their article [MW].
Let S be a scheme of characteristic p. An F -zip over S is a locally free OS-module
with two filtrations, whose graded quotients are semi-linearily isomorphic. Moonen and
Wedhorn gave a complete classification of F -zips over algebraically closed fields, so by
our theorem 1.3.6 we have a classification for rigid gauges over algebraically closed fields,
which is quite explicit.
Remark A.2.1. If we speak of a filtration of a locally free OS-module, we always mean a
filtration, such that the inclusions are locally direct summands. Hence the subquotients
are locally free OS-modules, too.
Definition A.2.2. Let S be scheme over Fp. An F -zip over S is a tupleM = (M,C•, D•, ϕ•)
with
(i) a locally free OS-module of finite rank M ,
(ii) a descending filtration C• on M ,
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(iii) an ascending filtration D• on M ,
(iv) a family of OS-linear isomorphisms
ϕn : (gr
n
CM)
(p) ∼→ grDnM
for n ∈ Z.
Moonen andWedhorn use so called ”types” to classify their F -zips. The type of a filtration
C of a locally free OS-module of finite rank M is the function
τ sC : Z→ N
which assigns to each n the rank of the graded piece of degree n at a fixed point s. This
function obviously has finite support. The mapping s 7→ τ sC is locally constant, so for
connected S there is a single function τC : Z→ N with finite support.
Each type τ defines an ordered partition (N1, . . . , Nr) of N =
∑
n∈Z τ(n) (Hence N is the
rank of M). Let SN1 × . . .× SNr be a subgroup of the symmetric group SN in the usual
way.
Theorem A.2.3. Let S be the spectrum of an algebraically closed field. Then there is
bijection {
isomorphy classes of
F -zips of type τ over S
}
∼−→ SN1 × . . .× SNr\SN
Proof. See [MW] Theorem 1 and Theorem (4.4). They explicitely construct very simple
F -zips over Fp, with their filtrations given by standard basis-vectors. Changing bases to
S, these give representatives of the isomorphy classes.
While this work was written, it appeared, that another notion of F -zip would be more
suitable to work with. The definition is essentialy the same, but one has the descending
filtration on M (p). We will call these objects modified F -zips:
Definition A.2.4. A modified F -zip is a is a tuple M = (M,C•, D•, ϕ•) with
(i) a locally free OS-module of finite rank M ,
(ii) a descending filtration C• on M (p),
(iii) an ascending filtration D• on M ,
(iv) a family of OS-linear isomorphisms
ϕn : gr
n
C(M
(p))
∼→ grDnM
for n ∈ Z.
Obviously every F -zip gives rise to a modified F -zip, but not vice versa in general. But
if S is the spectrum of a perfect ring the two notions coincide.
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A.3 Some p-valuations
Lemma A.3.1. Let n = a0+a1p+ . . .+arp
r be the p-adic expansion of a natural number.
Then νp(n!) =
n−(a0+...+ar)
p−1 .
Lemma A.3.2. Let a, b ∈ Z with p-adic expansions a = ao + pa1 + . . . + prar and
b = bo + pb1 + . . . + p
sbs. Define i inductively by −1 = 0 and pn + sn = an + bn + n−1
with 0 ≤ sn < p. Then vp(
(
a+b
a
)
) =
∑
i i.
Proof. See e.g. [Ku] p.116.
Remark A.3.3. The numbers i are the ”carry digits” arising from p-adic addition.
Corollary A.3.4. Let r ∈ Z and i ≤ pr. Then vp(
(
pr
i
)
) = r − vp(i).
Proof. Assume i < pr. Consider the p-adic expansions of i and pr− i. Let v = vp(i), then
one has i = avp
v + av+1p
v+1 + . . . and pr − i = bvpv + bv+1pv+1 + . . . with av + bv = p and
an + bn = p − 1 for v + 1 ≤ n ≤ r − 1 and ar + br = 0. Hence v = . . . = r−1 = 1 and
0 = . . . = v−1 = 0.
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